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ABSTRACT

Routing in a vehicular ad hoc network is a challenge because of the high mobility of the nodes of

the network. Nodes that are situated in vehicles move in different directions at different speeds.

In a vehicular ad-hoc network speed of movement is therefore an issue of major concern. As

nodes may also include stationary towers, scaling all the nodes in a fixed pattern is not possible.

The speed of each node has to be considered. The speed of the nodes should be the scale to

determine the hold-on time & update interval time as vehicles may move in and out of range

very quickly. In this paper we present the existing routing protocols of wireless ad-hoc network.

Also demonstrated the performance of proactive & reactive method through simulation results to

show how efficiently they work with high speed nodes. The simulation results show that reactive

protocol has a low overhead of control messages but latency is high on the other hand proactive

protocol latency is low and routing happens on time.  Given the advantages and disadvantages of

each type of protocol when speed is taken as a factor we propose a hybrid protocol where

proactive and reactive procedure will work in parallel to benefit from the advantages of each. We

mainly emphasize on the amount of time a node will stay inside another nodes network zone and

speed of every individual node. We have named of our proposed protocol as Speed Based

Routing Protocol. The hybrid protocol would be able to track high-speed node and reduce

connection drop. The next step would be constructing a simulator that can test the proposed

hybrid protocol.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction:

In the recent years the number of high speed of vehicles has increased exponentially. But the
drivers have not stopped driving recklessly. Instead they have become more violent. These high
speed vehicles made drivers more careless about traffic laws.  Roads of today are saturated,
safety distances and speed limits are hardly upheld, and drivers often lack attention given the use
of personal mobile devices. Without an improvement in the traffic system, we can never rest
assured about the future of transportation system. And thus drivers cause accidents and traffic
jams.
Vehicular ad-hoc network is such a technology that can ensure the maintenance of traffic rules

and regulation. By applying this technology we can save life, save time, corruption, vehicle

security, avoid collision and so on.

In vehicular ad-hoc networks the vehicles will act as wireless nodes and these nodes would form

a network enabling communicating with each other without the help of any form stationary

infrastructure. Nodes within network range can help others communicate by using each other’s

communication channels. They would do this by using other nodes as intermediate routers to

forward packets through multiple-hop routing. The Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) is a

part of Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET). Every node or vehicle can move and freely

communicate with each other by wireless technology. The communication may be of various

types such as node-to-node (N2N), node to multi node (N2MN), Node To Road Side Unit

(N2RSU) and road side unit to node (RSU2N).

1.2 Motivation:

The VANET is a revolutionary system for the modern era. A system that can help controlling the

traffic & help the driver to avoid accident and also save time & resource can be a miracle of

modern technology.

In modern life communication is a must & a prime media of communication is transportation.

Without the means of transportation life becomes impossible. To reach our destination vehicle is

a must. But with the convenience that the vehicles offer us it causes some mischief i.e. traffic

collision, traffic jam, unauthorized races and so on. To control these phenomenon traffic rules

have been put into place, traffic police are enforced. But just because there are rules doesn’t
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mean that everyone will abide by it & in many cases traffic police aren’t enough to control these

menace.

To enhance the traffic system VANET can be really helpful. It is able to predict traffic density,

predict the best route, give warnings, send information, provide speed control & traffic control,

provide emergency contacts and provide many more facilities. The possibility VANET offers is

beyond imagination. It can add a new dimension to the vehicular control system.

VANET is new and interesting system. It is still under development but the features it may

contain and the facilities it may provide to the future generation and the possibilities it reveals is

just amazing. And that’s why we were interested to do a research on this topic.

1.3 Research Challenges:

VANET create some unique characteristics according to the behavior of driving, high speed

vehicle and network communication between two nodes and RSU. These characteristics can be

distinguished from other technologies.

1. High speed mobility and rapid network changing topology: Vehicles move fast on

the road especially on the highway it moves faster as it possible. So definitely it will be

quite difficult to keep communication with the high speed node. In this circumstance the

communication link brake fast and it stay for few second. As a result the communication

links have to build again. It harms for frequent communication.

2. Network topology: Network topology is the critical part in this technology. We need to

involve different type of network topology to ensure maximum accuracy in data

communication.

3. Vehicular moving path prediction: All over the world public vehicle path are pre

defined and most of the private vehicle move to same path every day. According to their

moving path a prediction can be made for those vehicle what is so important for traffic

system. As a result we can know the possible traffic for a road with respect to time. There

are few vehicles that move different path for different day after prediction we can find

those vehicle that move different path. This prediction can be made by using VANET

technology.

4. Available geographic position and direction: A digital map should be integrated to the

vehicle to locate its position. For example, Global Positioning System(GPS) finds our
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location with respect to the map. In VANET system, vehicle must be equipped with

accurate positioning systems integrated by electronic maps.

5. Communication delay: In VANET system the data communication must be fast. A

notification must be sent to all the nodes if there is a collision in the network. If the pre-

collision or collision and other signal make any delay to reach to others vehicle it will

harm to the system.

6. Security issue: Security is a major challenge for any technology. There are several

security challenges in this technology. VANET can handle those challenges easily. And

VANET ensures some important security for vehicle and system.

7. Equipment and Bandwidth: This is not major concern for developed country but this is

most important concern for developing & poor country.

8. Power supply on the network node: For uninterrupted communication, power supply is

a must requirement.
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Chapter 2: VEHICULAR AD-HOC NETWORK (VANET)

2.1 VANET [1]:

A Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network or VANET is a technology that uses moving cars as nodes in a

network to create a mobile network. VANET turns every participating car into a wireless router

or node, allowing cars approximately 100 to 300 meters of each other to connect and, in turn,

create a network with a wide range. As cars fall out of the signal range and drop out of the

network, other cars can join in, connecting vehicles to one another so that a mobile Internet is

created. It is estimated that the first systems that will integrate this technology are police and fire

vehicles to communicate with each other for safety purposes.

2.2 Characteristics [38]:

VANET has some unique characteristics which make it different from MANET as well as

challenging for designing VANET applications.

1. High dynamic topology: The topology of VANET changes because of the movement of

vehicles at high speed.  Suppose two vehicles are moving at the speed of 20m/sec and the

radio range between them is 160 m. Then the link between the two vehicles will last

160/20 = 8 sec.

2. Frequent disconnected network: From the highly dynamic topology results we observe

that frequent disconnection occur between two vehicles when they are exchanging

information. This disconnection will occur most in sparse network.

3. Mobility modeling: The mobility pattern of vehicles depends on traffic environment,

roads structure, the speed of vehicles, driver’s driving behavior and so on.

4. Battery power and storage capacity: In modern vehicles battery power and storage is

unlimited. Thus it has enough computing power which is unavailable in MANET. It is

helpful for effective communication & making routing decisions.

5. Communication environment: The communication environment between vehicles is

different in sparse network & dense network.  In dense network building, trees & other

objects behave as obstacles and in sparse network like high-way this things are absent. So

the routing approach of sparse & dense network will be different.
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6. Interaction with onboard sensors: The current position & the movement of nodes can

easily be sensed by onboard sensors like GPS device. It helps for effective

communication & routing decisions.

2.3 Application: List of application:

VANET will provide the user with various application and features.

a) Data transfer: As VANET is an ad-hoc network data transfer is a common feature. If we

connect the VENAT with the internet backbone then the user will be able to download &

upload files from the internet while remaining in the vehicle.

b) Warning: There are various warning message the VANET will have to produce in order

to provide security. Such as

 Clash: If the distance between two vehicles decreases or any scenario arises

where a collision may take place, a warning message is sent to those vehicles.

Figure 2.1: Clash warning

 Traffic jam: If a vehicle is moving towards traffic jam then that vehicle will be

waned and if there is an alternative path, it will be suggested (figure).

Figure 2.2: Warning about traffic jam
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 Accident: If an accident occurs then the VANET broadcasts a warning and help

request message to the neighboring vehicles, hospitals and police stations.

Figure 2.3: Accident warning

 Speed: If a vehicles’ speed exceed the speed limit then it warns the driver and

also warns the nearby police control rooms.

Figure 2.4: Warning on exceeding speed limit

c) Path prediction: VANET can predict the better route so that one can save time and

avoid traffic jam.

d) Traffic Control: The flow of traffic and its density can be controlled using VANET

e) Violence Control: Any type of violent act using any vehicle can be controlled by

VANET. Police vehicle can warn, mark or even stop a violent vehicle.

f) Speed Control: If a vehicle is speeding  out of its limit amy police vehicle can stop it

with the help of VANET.

g) Traffic Density Control: if a road is becoming densely populated with vehicles and

might cause traffic jam then VANET directs the vehicles that are moving towards that

route to an alternative route.

h) Emergency Contact: Incase of any accidents or any other emergencies the system can

send help requests to nearby hospitals, fire-services, police control room etc accordingly.
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Chapter 3: STUDY ON VANET

3.1 Routing protocols:

The characteristic of highly dynamic topology makes the design of efficient routing protocols for

VANET is challenging. Here is a figure of routing protocol list that has been discussed in this

paper.

Fig 3.0: Types of routing protocol.

3.2 Topology Based Routing:

This routing protocol use link information that exist in the network to perform packet

forwarding.

There is three type of topology based routing

1. Reactive

2. Proactive

3. Hybrid
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3.2.1 Reactive:

Reactive routing protocol is called on demand routing because it starts route discovery when a

node needs to communicate with another node thus it reduces network traffic.

Characteristics:

 Route happens on demand.

 No background routing table.

 Route discovery is here.

 Don’t share link information when routing happened.

 No node maintain routing table.

 Don’t need to update routing table.

 Route discovery packet is used to find the destination.

 Route is not always available on request.

 Storage requirement is less then proactive.

 Delay is more than proactive.

 Require bandwidth depends on route request.

It is not suitable for real time traffic because of high latency

a) AODV: Ad Hoc on Demand Distance Vector [1, 2]

In AODV [1] the network remains still until routing is in order. When route is wanted the source

node broadcasts request message. When the destination receives that request, it sends back a

reply message through a temporary path to the source node. The source then starts linking using

the route that has the smallest amount of hops. The unused routes of the routing tables are

discarded after a while. If a link falls, then a routing error message is passed back to the source,

and the process starts again.

Each request for route has a different sequence number [2]. Nodes use this sequence number to

avoid repeating a route requests that they have already passed on. Every route requests has a

"time to live" number that limits the time that they can be retransmitted. If a route request fails,

another request may not be sent instantly, it may wait until twice as much time has passed since

the timeout of the previous request.
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Characteristics [2]

 Reactive protocol

 Descendant of DSDV

 Route discovery(RD) packets are used for route finding

 Active routing maintained

 Sequence number used for loop prevention and

 Provides uni-cast and multi-cast communication

Routing procedure [2]:

Fig 3.1: AODV routing [2]

1. Node S needs a route to D

2. Create a route request (RREQ)

 Enters D’s IP address, sequence number, S’s IP address, sequence number

 Broadcasts RREQ to neighbors

3. Node A receives RREQ

 Makes reverse route entry for S

o Dest = S, nexthop = S, hopcount = 0

 It has no route to D, so it broadcasts RREQ

4. Node C receives RREQ

 Makes reverse route entry for S

o Dest = S, nexthop = A, hopcount = 1
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 It has route to D && seq# for route D > seq# in RREQ

o Creates a route reply (RREP)

 Enters D’s IP address, sequence number, S’s IP address, hopcount

o Unicasts RREP to A

5. Node A receives RREP

 Unicasts RREP to S

 Makes forward route entry to D

o Dest = D, nexthop = C hopcount = 2

6. Node S receives RREP

 Makes forward route entry to D

o Dest = D, nexthop = A hopcount = 3

 Sends data packets on route to D

Goals [2]

 Quick adaptation under dynamic link conditions

 Lower transmission latency

 Consume less network bandwidth (less broadcast)

 Loop-free property

 Scalable to large network

b) TORA: Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm [1, 3, 72]

The Temporally-Ordered Routing Algorithm [1] is an algorithm for routing data across Wireless

Mesh Networks or Mobile ad-hoc networks. TORA is a protocol based on the concept of link

reversal method.

Characteristics:

 Loop free.

 Establish routes quickly.

 Establishes multiple routes

 Minimizes algorithmic communication overhead.
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Fig 3.2: TORA routing [3]

The protocol performs three basic functions [72]:

 Route creation: Demand driven “query/reply”.

o A query packet is flooded throughout the network.

o An update packet propagates back if routes exist.

 Route maintenance: Update packets re-orient the structure.

 Route erasure: A clear is flooded throughout the network to erase invalid routes.

Link reversal algorithm [72]:

When a node has no downstream links it reverses the direction of one or more links.

Links are directed based on a metric, maintained by the nodes in the network that can

conceptually viewed as a “height”.

Height metric [72]:

Each node i has a height: a quintuple (T, oid, r, d, i) where

 T: logical time of a failure.

 oid: unique ID of the node that defined the reference level.

 r: “reflection” indicator bit.

 d:”propagation” ordering parameter.

 i: unique ID of the node.

Heights can be ordered lexicographically. The ordering of non-null height forms a Directed

Acyclic Graph (DAG).
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c) DSR: Dynamic Source Routing [1, 4]

Dynamic Source Routing [1] is a routing protocol for wireless mesh networks. It is similar to AODV in

that it forms a route on-demand when a transmitting computer requests one. However, it uses source

routing instead of relying on the routing table at each intermediate device.

The protocol consists of two major phases [4]:

 Route Discovery,

 Route Maintenance.

When a mobile node wants to send a packet to some destination, it consults its route cache to

check whether it has a route to that destination or not. If there is any unexpired route, it will use

this route. If not, it initiates route discovery by broadcasting a Route Request packet. Route

Request contains the address of the destination and the source address.

Each node that receives the packet checks if it has any route to the destination. If it does not, it

adds its own address to the route record of the packet and forwards it to the next node. When the

request reaches either the destination or an intermediate node that has an unexpired route to that

destination in its cache, a route reply is generated. If the node generating the route reply is the

destination, it places the route record contained in the route request into the route reply.

Fig 3.3: Building Record Route during Route Discovery [4]

Fig 3.4: Propagation of Route Reply with the Route Record [4]
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3.2.2 Proactive:

Proactive routing protocols are mostly based on shortest path algorithms. They keep information

of all connected nodes in form of tables because these protocols are table based. Furthermore,

these tables are also shared with their neighbors. Whenever any change occurs in network

topology, every node updates its routing table.

Characteristics:

1. Route happens according to the background routing table.

2. Possible routing destination stored in the routing table.

3. No need to route discovery.

4. Share link information when routing happened.

5. Each and every node maintain routing table.

6. Routing table update itself in every specified time.

7. To update route information every node needs to exchange topology information on a

regular basis and it makes high overhead on the network.

8. Route is always available on request.

9. Storage requirement is high.

10. Delay is less then reactive.

11. Scalability label generates up to 100 node OLSR and TBRPF may scale higher.

a) DSDV: Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector [1, 2, 73]

DSDV [1] is a table-driven routing scheme for ad hoc mobile networks based on the Bellman-

Ford algorithm.

Each entry in the routing table has a sequence number [2], if a link is present then the sequence

numbers are even; otherwise an odd number is used.

The sequence number is generated by the destination, and the emitter must send out the next

update with this number. Routing information is distributed between nodes through sending full

dumps infrequently and smaller incremental updates more frequently. This routing adds three

things to distance-vector routing [73]:

 Sequence number originated from destination. Ensures loop freeness.
 Install Time when entry was made (used to delete stale entries from table)
 Stable Data Pointer to a table holding information on how stable a route is. Used to damp

fluctuations in network.
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Fig 3.5: DSDV routing [73]

Update technique [2]:

 Each node periodically transmits the updates, which includes its own sequences number,

routing table updates

 It also send the routing table updates for important link changes

 When two routes to a destination is received from two different neighbors it chooses the

one with greatest destination sequence number but if sequence numbers are equal, choose

the smaller metric (hop count).

Routing update is done in two ways [2]:

 Full dump

o Entire routing table is sent to the neighbor.

o Transmits relatively infrequently when no movement of node occurs.

o Appropriate when the network change is more frequent.
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 Incremental

o The entries that require changes are sent.

o Transmitted more frequently.

o Appropriate when the network is relatively stable

b) WRP: Wireless Routing Protocol [1, 5]

Wireless Routing Protocol [1] is a proactive uni-cast routing protocol. WRP is a table-based

protocol that tries to maintaining routing information among all nodes in the network. WRP used

an enhanced version of the distance-vector routing protocol, which used the Bellman-Ford

algorithm to calculate paths.

Each node in the network is responsible for maintaining four tables [5]:

 Distance Table: It contains the network view of the neighbor of a node. It contains

matrix where each element contains the distance and the penultimate node reported by a

neighbor for a particular destination.

 Routing Table: It contains the up-to-date view of the network for all destinations. It

keeps the shortest distance, the predecessor node, the successor node, and a flag

indicating the status of the path.

o The path status may be a simple path, or a loop, or the destination node not

marked.

 Link-Cost Table: It contains the cost of relaying messages through each link. The cost

of a broken link is infinity. It also contains the number of update periods passed since the

last successful update was received from that link. This is done to detect link breaks.

 Message Retransmission List: It contains the sequence number of the update message, a

retransmission counter, an acknowledgement-required flag vector with each entry per

neighbor, and a list of updates sent in the previous message.

o It records which updates in an update message need to be retransmitted and which

neighbors should acknowledge the retransmission.
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Method [5]:

 Nodes inform each other of link changes through the use of update messages.

 An update message is sent only between neighboring nodes and contains a list of updates,

as well as a list of responses indicating which mobiles should acknowledge the update.

 Nodes send update messages after processing updates from neighbors or detecting a

change in a link to a neighbor.

 In the event of loss of a link between two nodes, the nodes send update messages to their

neighbors.

 The neighbors then modify their distance table entries and check for new possible paths

through other nodes. Any new paths are relayed back to the original nodes so that they

can update their tables accordingly.

 If a node is not sending message, it must send a HELLO message within the specified

time period to ensure connectivity.

 Lack of messages from the node indicate the failure of that link, this may cause a false

alarm.

c) CGSR: Cluster-head Gateway Switch Routing [1, 3, 4]

CGSR [1, 4] is a clustered multi-hop mobile wireless network with several heuristic routing

schemes. A distributed cluster-head (CH) selection algorithm is used to elect a node as the

cluster head. It modifies DSDV by using a hierarchical CH to route traffic.

Gateway nodes serve as bridge nodes between two or more clusters. A packet sent by a node is

first routed to its CH and then the packet is routed from the CH to a gateway of another cluster

and then to the CH and so on, until the destination cluster head is reached. Frequent changes in

the CH may affect the performance of the routing protocol.

The source of the packet transmits the packet to its cluster-head. From this cluster-head, the

packet is sent to the gateway node that connects this cluster-head and the next cluster-head along

the route to the destination. The gateway sends it to that cluster-head and so on till the

destination cluster-head is reached in this way. The destination cluster-head then transmits the

packet to the destination.
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Fig 3.6: CGSR routing [3]

d) OLSR: Optimized Link State Routing Protocol [1, 6, 7]

The OLSR [1, 6] is an IP routing protocol optimized for mobile ad-hoc networks, which can also

be used on other wireless ad-hoc networks. OLSR is a proactive link-state routing protocol,

which uses hello and topology control (TC) messages to discover and then disseminate link state

information throughout the mobile ad-hoc network. Individual nodes use this topology

information to compute next hop destinations for all nodes in the network using shortest hop

forwarding paths.

The protocol achieves two main goals [7]:

 Optimized performance

 Full internet legacy

Characteristics [7]:

 Symmetric neighbors detection

 Multipoint relays

 Optimized flooding

 Partial link state

 Optimal route calculation
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Main modules [7]

 Neighbor detection (link, MPR)

 Multipoint relay selection

 Optimized flooding

 Topology control

 Routing table

Fig 3.7: OLSR routing [6]

Route creation [7]

 Neighbor detection: Periodically broadcasted hello packets

o Hellos advertize the heard nodes set

 Multipoint relay selection: Every node selects its multipoint relay set

 Optimized flooding: only multipoint relays forward broadcasts

o All network nodes receive

o A subset retransmits

 Topology control: Periodic broadcast of TC pack

o TCs advertize MPR selector set

o Much smaller than neighbor set
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 Route calculation: Nodes know their neighbors and all the network MPR links

o Route calculation on partial topology knowledge

o Routes are optimal for the full topology

e) FSR: Fisheye State Routing [3, 8, 9]

Fisheye State Routing [8] is an implicit hierarchical routing protocol. Also considered a proactive

protocol and is a link state based routing protocol that has been adapted to the wireless ad hoc

environment. Relays on link state protocol as a base, and it has the ability to provide route information

instantly by maintaining a topology map at each node. Thus it will maintain updated information from the

neighbor node through a link state table. In each node the network, a full topology map is stored then

utilized.

According to Kleinrock and Stevens, FSR uses the "fisheye" technique where the technique was

used to reduce the size of information required to represent graphical data. The eye of a fish

captures with high detail the pixels near the focal point. The detail decreases as the distance from

the focal point increases.

In routing [9], the fisheye approach translates to maintaining accurate distance and path quality

information about the immediate neighborhood of a node, with progressively less detail as the

distance increases.

Fig 3.8: FSR routing [3]
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Routing [9]

• For routing this approach translates into an accurate information in the immediate

neighborhood of a node and less detail as the distance increases.

• FSR is similar to link state (LS) routing in that each node maintains a view of the

network topology with a cost for each link.

• In LS routing link state packets are flooded into the network whenever a node detects a

topology change.

• In FSR nodes maintain a topology table (TT) based on the up-to-date information

received from neighboring nodes and periodically exchange it with their local neighbors.

• For large networks in order to reduce the size of the routing update messages the FSR

technique uses different exchange periods for different entries in the routing table.

• Relative to each node the network is divided in different scopes.

Fig 3.9: Table update in FSR [9].
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3.2.3 Hybrid: This protocol is the combination of Proactive and reactive protocol.

ZRP: Zone Routing Protocol [1, 10, 11]

In wireless networking, Zone Routing Protocol [1] was the first hybrid routing protocol with both a

proactive and a reactive routing component. ZRP was proposed to reduce the control overhead of

proactive routing protocols and decrease the latency caused by route discovery in reactive routing

protocols. ZRP defines a zone around each node consisting of the node's k-neighborhood. A proactive

routing protocol, Intra-zone Routing Protocol (IARP), is used inside routing zones, and a reactive routing

protocol, Inter-zone Routing Protocol (IERP), is used between routing zones. A route to a destination

within the local zone can be established from the source's proactively cached routing table by IARP.

Therefore, if the source and destination of a packet are in the same zone, the packet can be delivered

immediately. Most of the existing proactive routing algorithms can be used as the IARP for ZRP.

For routes beyond the local zone, route discovery happens reactively. The source node sends a

route request to the border nodes of its zone, containing its own address, the destination address

and a unique sequence number. Border nodes are nodes which are exactly k hops away from the

source. Each border node checks its local zone for the destination. If the destination is not a

member of this local zone, the border node adds its own address to the route request packet and

forwards the packet to its own border nodes. If the destination is a member of the local zone, it

sends a route reply on the reverse path back to the source. The source node uses the path saved in

the route reply packet to send data packets to the destination.

Routing [10, 11]:

 The routing in ZRP is divided into two parts

o Intrazone routing : First, the packet is sent within the routing zone of the source node

to reach the peripheral nodes.

o Interzone routing : Then the packet is sent from the peripheral nodes towards the

destination node.
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Fig 3.10: ZRP routing [11]

 Each node collects information about all the nodes in its routing zone proactively. This

strategy is similar to a proactive protocol like DSDV.

 Each node maintains a routing table for its routing zone, so that it can find a route to any

node in the routing zone from this table.

 In the original ZRP proposal, intrazone routing is done by maintaining a link state table at

each node.

 Each node periodically broadcasts a message similar to a hello message kwon as a zone

notification message.

 The zone radius is k for k>1

 A zone notification mesage dies after k hops, so after reaching the node´s neighbours at a

distance of k hops the notification mesage dies.

 Each node receiving this message decreases the hop count of the message by 1 and

forwards the message to its neighbours.

 The message is not forwarded any more when the hop count is 0.

 Each node P keeps track of its neighbour Q from whom it received the message through

an entry in its link state table.

 P can keep track of all the nodes in its routing zone through its link state table.

 The interzone routing discovers routes to the destination reactively.

 Consider a source (S) and a destination (D). If D is within the routing zone of S, the

routing is completed in the intrazone routing phase.
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 Otherwise, S sends the packet to the peripheral nodes of its zone through bordercasting.

 The bordercasting to peripheral nodes can be done mainly in two ways :

o By maintaining a multicast tree for the peripheral nodes. S is the root of this tree.

o Otherwise, S maintains complete routing table for its zone and routes the packet

to the peripheral nodes by consulting this routing table.

 S sends a route request (RREQ) message to the peripheral nodes of its zone through

bordercasting.

 Each peripheral node P executes the same algorithm.

o First, P checks whether the destination D is within its routing zone and if so,

sends the packet to D.

o Otherwise, P sends the packet to the peripheral nodes of its routing zone through

bordercasting.

Fig 3.11: Zone to zone communication [10].
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 If a node P finds that the destination D is within its routing zone, P can initiate a route

reply.

 Each node appends its address to the RREQ message during the route request phase. This

is similar to route request phase in DSR.

 This accumulated address can be used to send the route reply (RREP) back to the source

node S.

 An alternative strategy is to keep forward and backward links at every node´s routing

table similar to the AODV protocol. This helps in keeping the packet size constant.

 A RREQ usually results in more than one RREP and ZRP keeps track of more than one

path between S and D. An alternative path is chosen in case one path is broken.

 When there is a broken link along an active path between S and D, a local path repair

procedure is initiated.

 A broken link is always within the routing zone of some node.

 Hence, repairing a broken link requires establishing a new path between two nodes within

a routing zone.

 The repair is done by the starting node of the link (node A in the previous diagram) by

sending a route repair message to node B within its routing zone.

 This is like a RREQ message from A with B as the destination.

 When a node P receives a RREQ message, P records the message in its list of RREQ

messages that it has received.

 If P receives the same RREQ more than once, it does not forward the RREQ the second

time onwards.

 Also P can keep track of passing RREQ messages in several different ways.

3.3 Position based routing:

Position based routing consists of class of routing algorithm. They share the property of using

geographic positioning information in order to select the next forwarding hops. Position based

routing is broadly divided into two types. One position based greedy V2V protocol Another

Delay tolerant protocol.
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3.3.1 NON-DTN

3.3.1.1 Beacon

a) NON-Overlay

i) GPSR: Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing [12, 13, 14]

The GPSR [12] algorithm belongs to the category of position based routing, where an

intermediate node forwards a packet to an immediate neighbor which is geographically closer to

the destination node. This approach is called greedy forwarding. For that matter, each node needs

to be aware of its own position, the position of its neighbors as well as the position of the

destination node. Each node is able to obtain its own position using positioning devices,

exchange it with neighboring nodes by beacon messages and obtain the position of the

destination node by a separate location service.

Characteristics [14]

 Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) proposes the aggressive use of geography to

achieve scalability.

 In GPSR, the packets follow the perimeter of the planar graph to find their routes.

 Although the GPSR approach reduces the number of states a node should keep, it has

been designed for general mobile ad hoc networks and requires a location service to map

locations and node identifiers.

 The algorithm consists of two methods:

o greedy forwarding + perimeter forwarding

 Greedy forwarding, which is used wherever possible.

 Perimeter forwarding is used in the regions where greedy forwarding

cannot be done.

 Under GPSR, packets are marked by their originator with their destinations’ locations. As

a result, a forwarding node can make a locally optimal, greedy choice in choosing a

packet’s next hop.

 Specifically, if a node knows its radio neighbors’ positions, the locally optimal choice of

next hop is the neighbor geographically closest to the packet’s destination.

 Forwarding in this scheme follows successively closer geographic hops, until the

destination is reached.
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Fig 3.12 GPSR routing [14]

Routing [14]:

 A simple beaconing algorithm provides all nodes with their neighbors’ positions:

periodically, each node transmits a beacon to broadcast MAC address, containing its own

identifier (e.g., IP address) and position.

 Position is encoded as two four-byte floating point quantities, for x and y coordinate

values

 Upon not receiving a beacon from a neighbor for longer than timeout interval T, a GPSR

router assumes that the neighbor has failed or gone out-of-range, and deletes the neighbor

from its neighbor table.

Fig 3.13: Greedy approach [14]
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 GPSR recovers from a local maximum using a Perimeter mode, where the right-hand rule

is used. The state accumulated in these packets is cached by nodes, which recover from

local maxima in greedy forwarding by routing to a node on a cached perimeter closer to

the destination.

 This approach requires a heuristic, the no-crossing heuristic, to force the right-hand rule

to find perimeters that enclose voids in regions where edges of the graph cross.

Fig 3.14: Crossing over problem [14]

Fig 3.15: Crossing over solution [14]
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Making a planner graph [14]

 A graph in which no two edges cross is known as planar. A set of nodes with radios,

where all radios have identical, circular radio range r, can be seen as a graph: each node

is a vertex, and edge (n, m) exists between nodes n and m if the distance between n and

m, d(n, m)≦r.

 Convert a connectivity graph to planar non-crossing graph by removing “bad” edges

 Ensure the original graph will not be disconnected

 Two types of planar graphs:

o Relative Neighborhood Graph (RNG)

o Gabriel Graph (GG)

ii) PBR-DV: Position-Based Routing with Distance Vector [15]

Position-Based Routing with Distance Vector Recovery (PBR-DV) [15] uses AODV-Style

recovery as packets fall into a local maximum. The node at the local maximum would broadcast

a request packet for the node’s position and destination’s location.

After receiving the request packet, it will check the node and determine which one is closer to

the destination or closer to local maximum?

If it is not closer to destination it records the node from which it receives the request packet and

then broadcasts the request. In other respect, it sends a reply to the node from which it receives

the request.

Similarly when the reply packet travels back to the local max node, each intermediate node will

record the previous node which receives the reply packet.

So the local max node can maintain a route to a closer node than itself. The disadvantage of this

method is its extra flooding which is necessary to discover the non-greedy part of the route.

There is no reappraisal for comparing PRB-DV to neither GPSR nor AODV; therefore the

execution in packet delivery and from above is unconvincing.
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iii) Grant: Greedy Routing with Abstract Neighbor Table [15]

GRANT [15] uses the idea of extended greedy routing which each node known its “x” hop local

area. Each node is far view envision of the best route to avoid local maximum.

For selecting the next forwarding neighbor “E” which is based on the multiplication of distance

between the nodes, hop “x” in another side forms “E” and the destination, the shortest path from

“N” to “E”, and the Charge per hop for multi-hop neighbors. The smallest metric is chosen to the

next hop by neighbor “E”. GRANT sets apart the plane into areas and involved a typical

neighbor for every area, because transmitting x-hop neighbors in the beacon is more than enough

from above.

Upon receiving a beacon, a node computes the area that the broadcasting node and its neighbors

belong to, thus categorizing them into different hops from the current node. On receiving a

beacon, a node calculate the area which includes the broadcasting node and its neighbors,

therefore classification of them is in the different hopes from and the current node. The estimate

is based on snapshots of appointment of cars from a uniform distribution.

The spreading model is based on a significant property of a city script that many radio

obstructions are there, for example buildings and trees. A simple supposition that model makes

nodes on different streets unable to hear each other because of radio obstructions. Consequence

gives us that most of the routes in GRANT have shorter path length than traditional greedy

routing. And also, the number of times the packet is recovered per route is also less in GRANT

than in traditional greedy routing.

GRANT with Face routing similarly the recovery strategy is compared to GRANT with Distance

Vector which is based on the recovery (like PRG-DV).The total of hops for each recovery is way

less in GRANT with Distance Vector-which is based on recovery than GRANT with Face

routing.

In spite of the problematic condition of short-range overwhelm, Distance Vector recovery is

strong to radio obstruction that epidemic Face routing. Because the estimate is done base on the

static traces and the x-hop neighbors are supposed to be available, the beacon above and possible

erroneousness are not measured and well comprehended. Also, additional ways are which have

smaller path length than traditional greedy routing on a normalized percentage basis; there is no

performance metric such as packet delivery ratio that can confirm its correct performance.
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b) Overlay

i) GPCR: Greedy Perimeter Coordinator Routing Algorithm [12, 15]

GPCR [15] is an enhancement of the GPSR protocol. It is also based on the fact that streets and

junctions naturally form a planar graph and thus does not require any planarization algorithm.

Moreover, GPCR does not need an urban map. As GPSR, it contains two phases:

A restricted greedy forwarding and a recovery phase. The restricted greedy for-warding part only

uses nodes on the same road segment as potential relays, as building and other obstacles block

radio signal between adjacent road segments.

An important point is that, since junctions are the only places where routing decisions are made,

packet must always be sent to a node that is at a junction. Forwarding a packet across any

junction may risk bringing GPCR to a local maximum.

At junctions, a greedy decision is also made, and the neighboring. An edge is here defined as a

wireless bi-directional link between two neighbor nodes. A virtual edge is a geometric

construction connecting two nodes that are not in connection range node which brings the

maximum progress towards the destination is chosen. If a local maximum is reached, the

recovery mode is used.

Fig 3.16: Routing with GPCR and the critical junction node. [12]
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When GPCR is in recovery mode, packets are backtracked in a greedy fashion (i.e. bringing

maximum progress) to a junction node in order to find an alternate solution to return to the

greedy mode. At the junction node, the right-hand rule is used to find the next road segment to

forward the packets.

The major weak points of GPCR are threefold [12]:

 First, junction nodes need to be determined and advertised which might bring some

overhead to the protocol.

 Second, recognizing a junction node, which is faulty in GPCR, is extremely crucial to

avoid local maximums and consequent hop reduction.

 Third, even if the junction node detection algorithm is perfect, forwarding to a node at a

junction is often unnecessary and counter-productive as most of junctions are not critical.

As shown in Figure where the destination node is D1 and the routing starts from A, if a packet

faces a critical junction and that the protocol fails to provide a valid junction node, GPCR will

surely encounter a local maximum. Moreover, when a packet does not face a critical junction

(the destination node is D2 in Figure), routing to a junction node is counter-productive as

crossing the junction to the relay bringing the maximum distance would have been preferred. In

that perspective, it would be better if the observation of a critical junction be made by nodes

before the junction.

ii) GpsrJ+ [12]

GpsrJ+ [12] removes the unnecessary stop at a junction while keeping the efficient planarity of

topological maps. It uses two-hop neighbor beaconing to predict which road segment its

neighboring junction node will take. If the prediction indicates that its neighboring junction will

forward the packet onto a road with a different direction, it forwards to the junction node;

otherwise, it bypasses the junction and forwards the packet to its furthest neighboring node.
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Fig 3.17: Dashed arrows are GpsrJ+ and solid arrows are GPCR [12]

The figure shows that GpsrJ+ can bypass the junction area and forward the packet to node. E

directly, yet GPCR forwards it to the junction node B, thus causing more transmissions. In the

perimeter mode, GpsrJ+ uses the right-hand rule to determine the best direction (as opposed to

final destination direction) and thereby the best forwarding node. That is, if the furthest node is

in the same direction as the best direction, the best forwarding node is the furthest node;

otherwise, the best forwarding node is a junction node. GpsrJ+ manages to increase packet

delivery ratio of GPCR and reduces the number of hops in the recovery mode by 200%

compared to GPSR.

iii) CAR: Connection-Aware Routing [15]

CAR [15] utilizes AODV which is based on path discovery to encounter routes with restricted

broadcast from Preferred Group Broadcasting (PGB). In any event, nodes which is formed the

route don‘t record their previous node from backward aware and their premature node that

forwards the path reply packet from the destination. Somewhat, anchor points, which are nodes

in the vicinity a crossing or road curve, are recorded in the path discovery packet.

A node decides itself similarly an anchor point if its vector is not parallel to the velocity vector of

the preceding node in the packet. The destination allows accepting many times path discovery

packets. It selects the route which is provides better connection and lower delays. Advanced
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Greedy Forwarding (AGF) is utilized to the front the route reply back to the source via the

recorded anchor points. When the source receives the route respond, it records the route to the

destination and beginning to transmit.

Data packets which forwarded in a greedy manner for the destination inward the set of anchor

points utilize the AGF. Additionally to manage mobility by AGF, CAR insert “guards” to aid to

tack the prevalent condition of a destination. A keeping node can be filtered or directed again

packets or summed information to a packet that delivers finally this information to the

destination of packet. In result illustrates CAR possesses important packet delivery ratio (PDR)

than GPSR and GPSR+AGF.

The reason that CAR’s PDR is higher than GPSR+AGF is that CAR guarantees to recognize the

shortest connected route when GPSR+AGF permit from sub-optimality of greedy mode in terms

of determining like a route. CAR’s route discovery above which is checked by PGB. The above

of supply protection is not in the data packets except in the beacons.

iv) GSR: Geographic Source Routing [17]

Geographic Source Routing [17] relies on the availability of a map and computes a Dijkstra

shortest path on the overlaid graph where the vertices are junction nodes and the edges are streets

that connect those vertices. The sequence of junctions establishes the route to the destination.

Packets are then forwarded greedily between junctions. GSR does not consider the connectivity

between two junctions; therefore, the route might not be connected through. Recovery when such

a case happens is greedy forwarding. The major difference between GSR and CAR is that CAR

does not use a map and it uses proactive discovery of anchor points that indicate a turn at a

junction.

The evaluation also considers a basic form of obstacle modeling as the propagation model. GSR

performs better than AODV and DSR in packet delivery ratio. In a densely populated network,

most roads are connected that GSR forwards most of the packets. Scalability is not a problem to

GSR as to AODV and DSR. However, GSR is not compared with other position-based routing

protocols. Its performance in sparse networks is not verified.
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v) A-STAR: Anchor-Based Street and Traffic Aware Routing [15]

Anchor-Based Street and Traffic Aware Routing (A-STAR) [15] is similar to GSR in that

packets are routed through anchor points of the overlay. However, A-STAR is traffic aware: the

traffic on the road determines whether the anchor points of the road will be considered in the

shortest path.

A-STAR routes based on two kinds of overlaid maps: a statically rated map and a dynamically

rated map. A statistically rated map is a graph that displays bus routes that typically imply stable

amount of traffic. Dijkstra paths computed over the statistically rated map are in general

connected because of the extra knowledge.

A dynamically rated map is a map that is generated based on the real-time traffic condition on

the roads. Road-side deployment units can monitor the city traffic condition and distribute this

information to every vehicle. Thus, the difference between a statically rated map and a

dynamically rated map is accuracy of road traffic; while a statically rated map is based on bus

routes that typically have high traffic volume; a dynamically rated map is based on the traffic

monitored dynamically by road-side units.

A-STAR also proposes a different recovery algorithm when the packet gets stuck due to dis-

connectivity of the current path to the destination. The node will re-compute a new anchor path

and the road segment where the packet is currently located will be marked as “out of service”

temporarily to prevent other packets from entering into the same problem. The notification of

“out of service” is piggybacked in the recovered packets. Nodes that receive the recovered

packets update their map and recomputed anchor paths accordingly.

A-STAR also proposes a different recovery algorithm when the packet gets stuck due to dis-

connectivity of the current path to the destination. The node will re-compute a new anchor path

and the road segment where the packet is currently located will be marked as “out of service”

temporarily to prevent other packets from entering into the same problem. The notification of

“out of service” is piggybacked in the recovered packets. Nodes that receive the recovered

packets update their map and recomputed anchor paths accordingly.
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vi) STBR: Street Topology Based Routing [1, 4]

Street Topology Based Routing (STAR) [1, 4] went further than A-STAR by computing the road

connectivity at junction nodes. One of the nodes at a junction is selected as a master that is

responsible for checking if links to the next junctions are up or down. Within the broadcast from

every master, there is also link information to all neighboring links. This is because every master

will receive every other master’s link information. Thus, every master contains a two-level

junction neighbor table. The first level is through neighboring links to its direct junction nodes.

The second level is its direct junction nodes through their neighboring links to their own junction

nodes. In STBR, packets are routed based on their geographic distance to the street where the

destination is on. This is different from GSR or A-STAR where routes are computed through

Dijkstra shortest path.

vii) GyTAR: Greedy Traffic Aware Routing [15]

Greedy Traffic Aware Routing protocol (GyTAR) [15] is an overlaid approach similar to the

approaches mentioned above in that packets are forwarded greedily toward the next junction

which will then determine the best junction to forward next. GyTAR assumes that the number of

cars is given per each road from roadside units and determines the connectivity of roads. A score

is given to each neighboring junction considering the traffic density and their distance to the

destination. The weights to traffic density and their distance to the destination are configurable

parameters. GyTAR tries to mimic the shortest path routing by taking into account the road

connectivity.

Fig 3.18: GyTAR Routing [15]
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viii) LOUVRE: Landmark Overlays for Urban Vehicular Routing Environments

[15]

There are two types of camp in geographic greedy overlay routing into [15]:

The first camp is geo-reactive overlay routing where the next overlaid node is determined based

on their neighboring nodes’ distance to the destination (STBR) or a combination of it and traffic

density (GyTAR).

The second camp is geo-proactive overlay routing where the sequence of overlaid nodes is

determined a-priori (GSR and A-STAR).

Landmark Overlays for Urban Vehicular Routing Environments (LOUVRE) belongs to the

second camp. It takes note of the fact that above a given vehicular density threshold, an overlay

link remains connected regardless of the vehicular spatiotemporal distribution on the link. Thus,

by only considering overlay links based on such density threshold when establishing overlay

routes, most routes would partially use the same overlay links. With these considerations, geo-

proactive overlay routing becomes attractive as it guarantees global route optimality and reduces

the delay for establishing overlay routes. The drawback of this approach is obviously its

scalability.

Fig 3.19: LOUVRE Routing [15]

Figure shows the procedure in which LOU-VRE obtains routes to nodes from node S. From the

peer-to-peer density scheme, LOURVE first filters out roads that do not have density over the

threshold, determined by the road length and radio range. Then the overlaid routes are built on

top of roads whose density is above the threshold. This forms the graph the Dijkstra shortest path

algorithm runs on. The algorithm automatically obtains the shortest path between sender and its

destination.
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The novelty of LOUVRE is that road density which correlates to road connectivity are computed

in a peer-to-peer fashion to remove reliance on deployment of roadside units. Thus, each node

has the density of all the “connected” roads in the network. The Dijkstra shortest path is then

built by roads with density above a certain density threshold, correlating closely to road

connectivity.

LOUVRE performs better than GPCR and GPSR due to LOUVRE’s global knowledge of the

density distribution on road segments and on local maxima, typical information that is not

available to GPSR and GPCR. The hop count and delay are also significantly reduced as

LOUVRE does rarely encounter local maxima and therefore mostly does not use a recovery

mode [15].

c) DIR: Diagonal Intersection-based Routing [12, 16]

To improve the CAR protocol, Chen et al developed a diagonal-intersection- based routing (DIR)

[16] protocol. The key difference of CAR and DIR protocols is that DIR protocol constructs a

series of diagonal intersections between the source and destination vehicles.

The DIR [12] protocol is a geographic routing protocol. Based on the geographic routing

protocol, source vehicle geographically forwards the data packet toward the first diagonal

intersection, the second diagonal intersection, and so on, until the last diagonal intersection, and

finally geographically reaches to the destination vehicle.

Fig 3.20: DIR routing [12]
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For given a pair of neighboring diagonal intersections, two or more disjoint sub-paths exist

between them. The novel property of DIR protocol is the auto-adjustability; while the auto-

adjustability is achieved that one sub-path with low data packet delay, between two neighboring

diagonal intersections, is dynamically selected to forward data packets. To reduce the data packet

delay, the route is automatically re-routed by the selected sub-path with lowest delay. Fig shows

that DIR protocol constructs a series of diagonal intersections between vehicles VS and VD.

Observe that, DIR protocol may set the fewer number of anchors than CAR protocol. DIR

protocol can automatically adjust routing path for keeping the lower packet delay, compared to

CAR protocol

Characteristics [16]

 To improve the CAR protocol.

 DIR protocol constructs a series of diagonal intersections between the source and

destination vehicles.

 Auto-adjustability is achieved that one sub-path with low data packet delay, between two

neighboring diagonal intersections, is dynamically selected to forward data packets.

 To reduce the data packet delay, the route is automatically re-routed by the selected sub-

path with lowest delay.

 DIR protocol constructs a series of diagonal intersections between vehicles VS and VD.

 DIR protocol may set the fewer number of anchors than CAR protocol.

 DIR protocol can automatically adjust routing path for keeping the lower packet delay,

compared to CAR protocol.

d) AMAR: Adaptive movement aware routing [17]

The AMAR [17] protocol can be used to solve the above described problem of BMFR. This

protocol makes use of additional information about vehicle movement to select an appropriate

packet’s next-hop that ensures the data delivery. In this scheme, a border node is selected out of

the two conflicting nodes by making use of mobility awareness i.e. by using some parameters

like speed and direction. Based on the position, speed and direction, weighted score Wi for

border bode i is calculated as follows:

Wi = αPm + βDm + γSm
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Where α, β and γ are the weight of the three used metrics Pm, Dm, Sm representing the position,

the direction and the speed factors respectively with α+ β+ γ= 1.

A sorted list of next hop candidates can be defined on the computed score Wi; the node with the

highest weighted score among all the border nodes of the current forwarder will be selected as

the best candidate for next forwarding node. It also improves the data delivery.

Problem in AMAR

AMAR protocol solves the problem of BMFR but there is still some problem in it. Suppose that i

and j are two border nodes and Wi and Wj are their respective calculated weighted score. If the

weighted score of two border nodes i and j i.e. Wi and Wj are equal, again a dilemma will occur.

Now to resolve this conflict, we use an attribute named probability.

Novel Solution

On the basis our study, we assign probability to the node that changes its direction on the

intersection as Pc and to the node that does not change its direction on the intersection as Pnc

where Pc is higher than Pnc.

It is assumed that all the nodes have a digital map. The source node or the current forwarding

node will look on the route of both the conflicting nodes. Now the current forwarding node will

take into account the probability factor and discard the node having an intersection in its route

since it may change its direction and leading the packet to be forwarded in the wrong direction.

Finally the packet is forwarded to the other node i.e. to the node that does not have an

intersection in it route in order to accomplish successful delivery to the destination.

e) EBGR: Edge node based greedy routing protocol [18, 19]

EBGR [18] is a reliable greedy position base routing algorithm designed for sending messages

from any node to any other node (unicast) or from one node to all other nodes

(broadcast/multicast) in a vehicular ad hoc network. The general design goals of the EBGR

algorithm are to optimize the packet behavior for ad hoc networks with high mobility and to

deliver messages with high reliability.
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The EBGR algorithm has six basic functional units:

 Neighbor Node Identification (NNI),

 Distance Calculation (DC),

 Direction of Motion Identification (DMI),

 Reckoning Link Stability (RLS),

 Potential score calculation (PS)

 Edge Node Selection (ENS).

Neighbor Node Identification (NNI) [19]

Neighbor node identification is the process whereby a vehicle/node identifies its current

neighbors within its transmission range. For a particular vehicle, any other vehicle that is within

its radio transmission range is called a neighbor. All vehicles consist of neighbor set which holds

details of its neighbor vehicles. Since all nodes might be moving, the neighbors for a particular

mobile node are always changing. The neighbor set is dynamic and needs to be updated

frequently.

Generally, neighbor node identification is realized by using periodic beacon messages. The

beacon message consists of node ID, node location and timestamp. Each node informs other

nodes of its existence by sending out beacon message periodically. All nodes within the

transmission range of source/packet forwarding node will intimate its presence by sending a

beacon message every µ second. After the reception of a beacon, each node will update its

neighbor set table.

If a node position is changed, then it will update its position of all neighbors by sending beacon

signal. If a known neighbor, times out after α*µ seconds without having received a beacon (α is

the number of beacons that a node is allowed to miss) and it will be removed from the neighbor

set table.

Distance calculation (DC) [19]

The location and distance information of all vehicles/nodes can be identified with the help of

GPS receivers. It can be communicated to neighbor vehicles using periodic beacon messages.

The neighbor node which is closer to the destination node is calculated. The closeness of next

hop is identified by the mathematical model and it is shown in Fig.
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Fig 3.21: Distance Calculation in EBGR [19]

Direction of Motion Identification (DMI) [19]

The appropriate neighbor node which is moving towards the direction of destination node is

identified using the mathematical model and it is shown in Fig.

Fig 3.22: Direction of Movement Identification in EBGR [19]

The cosine value of vector for velocity of edge node i and vector for location of edge node i to

the location of destination node D is measured. A large cosine value implies a vehicle/node can

still approach the destination closer and closer along its current direction.

Reckoning Link Stability (RLS) [19]

Each vehicle estimates the Link Stability (LS) for each neighboring vehicle before selecting the

next hop for the data forwarding/sending. The LS is a relation between the link communication

lifetime and a constant value which represents in general cases the routing route validity time,

and it depends on the used routing protocol. Figure shows how link lifetimes are estimated based

on neighbors' movement information.
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The lifetime of the link (i, j) lifetime [i, j] corresponds to the estimated time t=t1−t0 with t1 is

the time when 1 becomes equal or bigger than the communication range R, 1 and t are

estimated using the initial positions of i and j.

Fig 3.23: Reckoning Link Stability in EBGR [19]

Once LS is calculated for each neighboring vehicle, EBGR selects the node corresponding to the

highest LS as next hop for data forwarding. This approach should help as well in minimizing the

risk of broken links and in reducing packet loss.

Potential Score Calculation (PS) [19]

The potential score (PS) of all nodes present within the different levels of transmission range of

source/packet forwarding node is calculated. The potential score (PS) is calculated to identify the

closeness of next hop to destination, direction of motion of nodes and reliability of neighbor

nodes.

The appropriate edge node with largest potential score will be considered as having higher

potential to reach the destination node and that particular node can be chosen as next hop to

forward the packet to the destination node. Potential score is calculated by addition of DC, DMI

and LS and that mathematical model represented in Figure.
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Fig 3.24: Potential Score Calculation in EBGR [19]

Edge Node Selection (ENS) [19]

In the Edge Node Selection, edge nodes are selected for packet forwarding event. An edge node

is a node which has shortest distance to the destination D compared to all other nodes within the

different levels of transmission range of source/packet forwarding node.

Fig 3.25: The different levels of transmission range [19]

The different levels of transmission range are considered to avoid packet loss due to high speed

mobility of vehicles. An edge node has the responsibility of saving received data packets in
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forwarding table and transfers it later when those nodes meet new neighbors. The overall

objective of the algorithm is to forward the packet as soon as possible to increase packet delivery

ratio, minimize the end to end delay and avoid packet loss. The MTR of a vehicle/node is

250m.The other levels of transmission range is considerably less than MTR. The different levels

of transmission range are shown in Fig.

f) Abr: Associativity Based Routing [20, 21]

Associativity Based Routing (ABR) [21] is a bandwidth efficiently distributed routing protocol

used in Ad Hoc networks. ABR is a source initiated On-Demand routing protocol. ABR uses

both point-to-point and broadcast routing. In ABR, the destination node takes the decision of

choosing a route basing on the property of “Associativity”, the selected route is used and all

other routes are discarded. This results in long-lived routes because the decision is made on the

property of “Associativity”. ABR consists of three phases:

1. Route Discovery phase

2. Route Re-Construction (RRC) phase.

3. Route deletion phase

1) The route discovery phase in ABR: The route discovery phase in ABR is accomplished by a

Broadcast Query (BQ) and a wait-reply (BQ-REPLY) cycle. A node desiring a route broadcasts

a BQ message in search of mobiles that have a route to the destination. All nodes receiving the

query (that are not the destination) append their addresses and their associativity ticks with their

neighbors along with QoS information to the query packet. A successor node erases its upstream

node neighbors’ associativity tick entries and retains only the entry concerned with itself and its

upstream node. In this way, each consequential packet arriving at the destination will contain the

associativity ticks of the nodes along the route to the destination. The destination is then able to

select the best route by examining the associativity ticks along each of the paths. In the case

where multiple paths have the same overall degree of association stability, the route with the

minimum number of hops is selected. The destination then sends a REPLY packet back to the

source along this path. Nodes propagating the REPLY mark their routes as valid. All other routes

remain inactive and the possibility of duplicate packets arriving at the destination is avoided.
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2) The route re-construction phase in ABR: Movement by the source results in a new BQ-

REPLY process. The RN message is a Route Notification that is used to erase the route entries

associated with downstream nodes. When the destination node moves, the immediate upstream

node erases its route and determines if the node is still reachable by a Localized Query (LQ [H])

process, where H refers to the hop count from the upstream node to the destination. If the

destination receives the LQ packet, it replies with the best partial route; otherwise, the initiating

node times out and the process backtracks to the next upstream node. Here an RN message is

sent to the next upstream node to erase the invalid routes and inform this node it should invoke

the LQ [H] process. If this process results in backtracking more than halfway to the source, the

LQ process is discontinued and a new BQ process is initiated at the source.

3) Route deletion phase in ABR: When a discovered route is no longer desired, the source node

initiates a Route Delete (RD) broadcast so that all nodes along the route update their routing

tables. The RD message is propagated by a full broadcast, as opposed to a directed broadcast,

because the source node may not be aware of any route node changes that have occurred during

route re-constructions.

Fig 3.26: A simple topology with six nodes. [20]
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Description of the Protocol [20]

 A double arrow indicates that the two nodes are in high association with each other. It

means both nodes can send messages.

 Dotted line indicates low association between nodes. It means that there is no

communication between these two nodes due to low associativity ticks.

 Source node 1 wants to establish a route to destination node 5. Node 1 broadcast a BQ

request which is received by node 2 and 4.

 While receiving the BQ request, node 2 and node 4 will check that is it desired

destination node or not. Now these nodes will create an entry in their routing table

specifying a route back to the originator node 1. These nodes also save the route quality

information in BQ request with hop count value.

 Since node 2 and node 4 are not the target of BQ request. So both nodes will broadcast

this BQ request to their neighboring nodes. Node 4 broadcast to node 2, 1 and 5. Node 1

and node 2 will drop this BQ request because both have processed this same BQ request

earlier. Only node 5 checks that it is destination node desired by source node and will

create the routing table entry.

 Node 5 is the destination node, but it waits before creating the REPLY message because

it will choose best path.

 Now node 2 broadcast to nodes 3, 4 and 1. Node 4 and node 1 will drop this request from

node 2. Only node 3 will create the entries in its routing table and check that it is

destination node or not.

 Again it will broadcast this request to its neighboring node. Only node 5 will receive this

request. Node 5 enters its routing entry in its table and check that is desired destination

node.

 Now node 5 chooses best path among them. It should be noted that Node 6 will not

receive any broadcast messages because it does not have association with the

broadcasting nodes. It will create the REPLY message to source node by using the 5-4-1

path because it is having shortest path and hightest associative ticks.

 However another path is available 5-3-2-1. But this path having longer hop count so it

will be discarded.  Now REPLY message unicast to path 5-4-1.
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g) MORA: Movement-based routing algorithm [22, 23]

Movement-based routing algorithm [22] is completely distributed, since nodes need to

communicate only with direct neighbors within their transmission range, and it exploits a

specific metric, which exploits not only the position, but also the direction of movement of

nodes.

In a position-based routing algorithm, each node makes a decision to which neighbor to forward

the message based only on the location of itself, its neighboring nodes, and the intended

destination. Therefore, the system can be decentralized, more robust and easier to set up and

operate. In our approach, considering the specific automotive scenario, this decision is taken

considering also which direction neighbors are moving in.

The metric used in MORA is a linear combination of the number of hops and a target functional,

which can be independently calculated by each node.

The core idea of the approach is to develop a function which depends on the distance of

forwarding car from the line connecting the source and the destination and on the node’s

movement direction. This functional is required to be implemented in a distributed way allowing

any vehicle to calculate it.

The target functional should reach its absolute maxima in the case the node is moving towards

destination and it should decrease as the distance from destination increases.

Let d0 be a reference distance metric [23], chosen on the basis of the application context. Let x =

d/d0 be the dimensional distance of the current node from destination and y = l/d0 the

dimensional distance from the destination of the intersection point between destination and its

perpendicular starting from the node’s current position. The functional F is a function of x ∈ [0,

∞] and α ∈ [π, -π] where α represents an angle between the line of the movement direction and

the perpendicular line to destination.

Fig 3.27: Graphical representation of parameters used in MORA. [23]
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In order to ensure the targeted properties, we choose the functional F as follows:

Where δ and γ are two parameters set on the basis of the application, which simply vary the

curvature of F, adjusting the weight associated with node’s movement direction, δ defines the

value of x corresponding to the relative maximum along the x axis and γ leads to a smoother or

steeper behavior down to zero.

3.3.1.2 Non Beacon

Contention-Based Forwarding: SSFR: Spray Select Focus Routing [24]

Routing the packets efficiently in mobile ad hoc network does not have end to end paths.

Multiple copies are forwarded from the source to the destination. To deal with such networks,

researches introduced flooding based routing schemes which leads to high probability of

delivery. But the flooding based routing schemes suffered with contention and large delays. In

Spray Select Focus Routing [24], sprays a few message copies into the network, neighbors

receives a copy and by that relay nodes we are choosing the shortest route and then route that

copy towards the destination.

In this algorithm multiple copies sprayed to the neighbors, from those neighbors a route is

searched. If the copy is reached other copies are discarded. Otherwise we see the other copies for

transmission. So we are minimizing the route to avoid contention in the network. Our routing

algorithm has three phases:

Spray: For every message originating at a source node, L message copies are initially spread-

forwarded by the source and possibly other nodes receiving a copy-to L distinct relays.

Select: Selects a node; from that node find the shortest route by hop distances to the destination.

Focus: Let UX (Y) denote the utility of node X for destination Y; a node A carrying a copy for

destination D, forwards its copy to a new node B it encounters, if and only if UB (D) > UA (D).

Dead end occurs when the node gets struck with hardware failure or power failure. So no packets

can be transmitted through the dead end. We cannot pass through the dead end and the copy on

that route gets struck.
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Routing

First the dynamic nodes hop distance, is found out by the node coverage.

Then the source and the destination are identified. By this all the moving nodes between the

source node and the destination node are marked.

Multiple copies are sprayed into the network by spray select focus routing algorithms. A dead

end is overcome by a Bypass recovery within the coverage.

Fig 3.28: Bypass Recovery [24]

In case of without coverage the dead end is overcome by the Focus phase.

Fig 3.29: Spray Select Focus without dead ends. [24]

3.3.1.3 Hybrid

TO-GO: Topology-assist Geo-Opportunistic [26]

Topology-assist Geo-Opportunistic [26] Routing is a geographic rout-ing protocol that exploits

topology knowledge acquired via 2-hop beaconing to select the best target forwarder and

incorporates opportunistic forwarding with the best chance to reach it. It is different from CBF in

three main aspects. First, rather than picking the next forwarding node that makes the best

progress to the destination; it picks the next forwarding node that makes the best progress to a

target node. A target node is defined to be the node that greedy algorithm or recovery algorithm

would normally pick except at the junction where optimization in choosing the target node either

beyond the junction or at the junction is based upon whether the routing is in greedy mode or

recovery mode. The reason for choosing the target node instead of the destination as the frame of

reference is to take care of the city topology where roads intersect and destination usually does
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not lie on the same street as the source as in the highway. Packets have to make multiple turns

into different streets before arriving at the destination. The data is then broadcast to all direct

neighbors. Whoever’s distance is closer to the target node gets picked to be the next forwarding

node.

The second difference is that unlike CBF, there is still the need of beacons, which are used for

nodes to pick the target node. The fact that the data is broadcast and only the node that makes the

furthest progress toward the target is chosen is to account for wireless channel errors and low

packet delivery rate arising from multi-path fading, shadowing, and mobility – the furthest node

(the target node) usually does not receive the data packet. Packets are therefore

“opportunistically” making their best progress toward the target node and thus the destination.

TO-GO uses a novel way to choose the forwarding set of nodes that are candidates for the next

forwarding node. The set is chosen so that all nodes can hear one another (no hidden terminals)

and make a progress toward the target node.

Lastly, TO-GO differs from CBF by providing routing decision for recovery. CBF on the

highway works because the destination is always straight ahead. Thus, local maximum never

occurs on the highway. Thus, the selection of the next forwarding node is always one that’s

closest to the destination. However, in city environments, streets cross each other and destination

does not lie on the same street as the source. Thus, local maximum frequently occurs. TO-GO

adapts the concept of CBF that packets are opportunistically sent to the target node, calculated by

the routing decision in both the greedy and recovery mode.

3.3.2 DTN

a) VADD: Vehicle-Assisted Data Delivery [27]

Vehicle-Assisted Data Delivery [27] is a vehicular routing strategy aimed at improving routing

in disconnected vehicular networks by the idea of carry-and-forward based on the use of

predictable vehicle mobility. A vehicle makes a decision at a junction and selects the next

forwarding path with the smallest packet delivery delay. A path is simply a branched road from

an intersection. The expected packet delivery delay of a path can be modeled and expressed by

parameters such as road density, average vehicle velocity, and the road distance. The minimum

delay can be solved by a set of linear system equations.
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• VADD is based on the idea of carry and forward

• Although geographical forwarding approaches such as GPSR which always chooses the

next hop closer to the destination, are very efficient for data delivery in ad hoc networks,

they may not be suitable for sparsely connected vehicular networks

• Transmit through wireless channels as much as possible

• If the packet has to be carried through certain roads, the road with higher speed should be

chosen

• Due to the unpredictable nature of vehicular ad-hoc networks, we cannot expect the

packet to be successfully routed along the pre-computed optimal path, so dynamic path

selection should continuously be executed throughout the packet forwarding process

Fig 3.30: VADD routing [27]

Where

Dmn: the expected packet deliver delay from Im to  the   destination if the packer carrier at Im

chooses to deliver the pack following road rmn

Pmn: the probability that the packet is forwarded through road rmn at Im

N(n): the set of neighboring intersections of In

b) GeOpps: Geographical Opportunistic Routing [4]

Geographical Opportunistic Routing (GeOpps) [4] takes advantage of the suggested routes of

vehicles’ navigation system to select vehicles that are likely to move closer to the final

destination of a packet. It calculates the shortest distance from packet’s destination to the nearest

point (NP) of vehicles’ path, and estimates the arrival of time of a packet to destination. Figure
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shows Node A in computing the NP of its neighbors N1and N2. Since N2 offers closer NP to the

destination, Node A picks N1to forward its packets.

Fig 3.31: Calculation of the Nearest Point from packet’s Destination for N1 and N2 [4]

During the travel of vehicles, if there is another vehicle that has a shorter estimated arrival time,

the packet will be forwarded to that vehicle. The process repeats until the packet reaches

destination. The minimum delay used by VADD is indirectly obtained by selecting the next

forwarding node whose path’s nearest point is closest to the destination. GeOpps requires

navigation information to be exposed to the network, thus, privacy such as vehicle’s whereabouts

might be an issue.

3.4 Cluster Based Routing: Cluster based routing is preferred in clusters. A group of nodes

identifies themselves to be a part of cluster and a node is designated as cluster  head will

broadcast the packet to the cluster. Good scalability can be provide a large networks but network

delays and overhead are incurred when formatting clusters in mobile VANET.

a) CBRP: Cluster Based Routing [28, 29]

The CBRP [28] uses a variation of the lowest-ID algorithm specified, which is also an identifier-

based algorithm in order to support the cluster formation process each node uses a neighbor

table, where it stores information about its neighbor nodes, such as their ID’s, their role in the

cluster and the status of the link to that node. The neighbor table is maintained by periodically
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broadcasting HELLO messages. A HELLO message contains information about one node’s

state, its neighbor table and its cluster adjacency table.

The following states describe the clustering process depending on the current node state. These

states are:

Undecided: This means the node does not belong to any cluster: this usually occurs if a new

node appears in the network. Thus, if it receives a HELLO message from a cluster-head and

there is a bi-directional link between them it changes its state to be member of the cluster

indicated by the cluster-head. Otherwise it looks up in its neighbor table if it has any bi-

directional links. If so, it becomes itself the cluster-head of a new cluster, if not, it remains in the

undecided state and tries again.

Cluster-head: If a cluster-head detects that it has a bi-directional link to an-other cluster-head

for a time period, it changes its state to member if the other cluster-head has a lower ID.

Otherwise it stays the cluster-head and the other node has to change its state. This is a special

case which may result in cluster reorganization.

Member: If a member loses its cluster-head, it looks for bi-directional links to other nodes. If it

detects any, it changes its state to cluster-head if it has the lowest ID, otherwise it switches to the

undecided state. Each member node belongs at least to one cluster.

Fig 3.32: Creating clusters [29]

When cluster-head 5 moves into cluster 2 it gives up its role as cluster-head according to its

higher ID. Nodes A and B who lost their cluster-head now form new clusters.

Routing [29]:

CBRP uses two data structures to support the routing process:
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 The cluster adjacency table (CAT)

 The two-hop topology database.

The CAT stores information about neighboring clusters. This is, whether they are bi-directionally

or uni-directionally linked.

Fig 3.33: Bi-directionally and uni-directionally link [29]

In the figure clusters A, B and A, C are bi-directionally linked, clusters C, D are uni-directionally

linked.

Route discovery [29]

Route discovery is done by using source routing. In the CBRP only cluster-heads are flooded

with route request package (RREQ). Gateway nodes receive the RREQs as well, but without

broadcasting them. They forward them to the next cluster-head.

This strategy reduces the network traffic. Initially, node S broadcasts a RREQ with unique ID

containing the destination’s address, the neighboring cluster-head including the gateway nodes to

reach them and the cluster address list which consists of the addresses of the cluster-heads

forming the route.

b) LORA_CBF: Location Routing Algorithm with Cluster-Based Flooding [30, 31]

The algorithm inherits the properties of reactive routing algorithms and has the advantage of

acquiring routing information only when a route is needed.
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LORA_CBF [30] has the following features:

 Firstly, this protocol improves the traditional routing algorithms, based on non-positional

algorithms, by making use of location information provided by GPS.

 Secondly, it minimizes flooding of its Location Request (LREQ) packets. Flooding,

therefore, is directive for control traffic as it uses only the selected nodes, called

gateways, to diffuse LREQ messages.

The function of gateway nodes is to minimize the flooding of broadcast messages in the network

by reducing duplicate retransmissions in the same region. Member nodes are converted into

gateways when they receive messages from more than one cluster head. All the members in the

cluster read and process the packet, but do not retransmit the broadcast message. This technique

significantly reduces the number of retransmissions in a flooding or broadcast procedure in dense

networks. Therefore, only gateway nodes retransmit packets between clusters (hierarchical

organization). Moreover, gateways only retransmit a packet from one gateway to another in

order to minimize unnecessary retransmissions, and only if the gateway belongs to a different

cluster head.

Apart from normal Hello messages, the protocol does not generate extra control traffic in

response to link failures and additions. Thus, it is suitable for networks with high rates of

geographical changes. As the protocol keeps only the location information of the [source,

destination] pairs in the network, the protocol is particularly suitable for large and dense

networks with very high mobility.

The protocol is also designed to work in a completely distributed manner and does not depend

upon any central entity. The protocol does not require reliable transmission for its control

messages, because each node sends its control messages periodically and can, therefore, sustain

some packet loss. This is, of course, important in radio networks like the one being considered

here, where deep fades are possible.

Location Routing Algorithm with Cluster-Based Flooding (LORA_CBF) carries out different

functions that are needed to perform the task of routing [31]:

 Neighbor sensing: Each node must detect the neighbor nodes with which it has a direct

link. To accomplish this, each node periodically broadcasts a Hello message, containing

its location information, address and status. These control messages are transmitted in
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broadcast mode and received by all one-hop neighbors, but they are not relayed to any

further nodes. A Hello message contains the following information:

o Node Address.

o Type of node (Undecided, Member, Gateway or Cluster head).

o Location (Latitude and Longitude).

Cluster-Based Flooding: LORA_CBF must have one cluster head, zero or more members in

every cluster, and one or more gateways, in order to communicate with other cluster heads. Each

cluster head maintains a “Cluster Table,” which is defined as a table that contains the addresses

and geographic locations of the member and gateways nodes. We have assumed that all nodes

can ascertain their positions via GPS or some local coordinate system.

When a source attempts to send data to a destination, it first checks its routing table to determine

if it knows the location of the destination. If it does, it sends the packet to the closest neighbor to

the destination. Otherwise, the source stores the data packet in its buffer, starts a timer and

broadcasts Location Request (LREQ) packets. Only gateways and cluster heads can retransmit

LREQ packets. Gateways only retransmit a packet from one gateway to another in order to

minimize unnecessary retransmissions, and only if the gateway belongs to a different cluster

head.

Upon receiving a location request, each cluster head checks to see if the destination is a member

of its cluster. Success triggers a Location Reply (LREP) packet that returns to the sender using

geographic routing, because each node knows the position of the source and the closest neighbor,

based on the information received from the LREQ and the neighbor sensing mechanism. Failure

triggers retransmissions by the cluster head to adjacent cluster heads, where the destination

address is recorded in the packet. Cluster heads and gateways, therefore, discard location request

packets they have already seen.

Once the source receives the location of the destination, it acquires the data packet from its

buffer and sends it to the closest neighbor to the destination. Essentially, the algorithm consists

of four stages:

 Formation of clusters.

 Location discovery (LREQ and LREP).

 Routing of data packets.

 Maintenance of location information.
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3.5 Geo Cast Based Routing: Geocast routing is basically a location based multicast routing. Its

objective is to deliver the packet from source node to all other node within a specified

geographical region (Zone Of Relevance).

a) DTSG: Dynamic Time-Stable Geo-cast [32, 33]

Dynamic Time-Stable Geo-cast [33] Routing is a unique protocol as it also works well in low-

density networks.

A highway has significantly variable density. In rush hour, the density is high, but in the middle

of the night, the density is too low. A good protocol should work well in both situations. But in

case of most other protocols in low-density networks, the network becomes disconnected.

In DTSG the relaying node would store the message in its buffer and then try to move toward the

destination until the destination is within its broadcast range. Then, it is time to relay the message

to the destination. Based on this general solution, for geo-casting, our proposed protocol relies on

opposite lane vehicles to relay the message through the region.

Although the opposite lane vehicles may not be interested in the message, they can help inform

the interested vehicles while they pass by them. In addition, these vehicles, depending on the

perceived user density, determine and dynamically adapt an extra distance where they continue

relaying the message. Therefore, the opposite lane vehicles, before exiting the extra region,

deliver the message to at least one of the vehicles coming toward the event.

Thus, the opposite-lane vehicles are useful for two reasons [32]:

First, they increase the probability of the delivery ratio of the message to all vehicles moving

toward the event, especially in sparse networks. As shown in Figure, two de-fragmentations

occur in the vehicle groups in the lane moving toward the event. The first vehicle in each group

is not in the broadcasting range of the last vehicle of the following group. In this case, the

opposite-lane vehicles play vital role in message relaying.
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Fig 3.34: DTSG routing [32]

Second, the opposite-lane vehicles can help maintain the message for duration of time T on

sparse roads. Thus, at least one vehicle remains in the region for the entire duration of the time T.

Another focus of this work is a new idea that we call dynamic time-stable geo-casting. If the

disseminated event has been removed before the expiration of the time T, there should be a way

to stop disseminating the message. As this relaying continues until the time T expiry, all the

vehicles moving toward the removed event are still being informed, an undesirable situation.

There should be a technique to cancel this dissemination. If the problem continues in the region,

the stable message should be relayed longer than the expiry of time T. It is also clear that there

should be some mechanism to extend the time for relaying of the message within the region.

A simple way to extend the time is to geo-cast another message just after the expiry of the

previous one. Then, this new message can also be stable in the region. This method seems

satisfactory, but a good protocol should not only guarantee the delivery of the message, but also

lower the network cost.

b) IVG: Inter-Vehicle Geo-cast [33]

The Inter-Vehicle Geo-cast protocol [33] uses a timer-based mechanism for message forwarding

and periodic broadcasts are used to overcome network fragmentation. The purpose of IVG is to

inform vehicles located in a risk area called multicast group about any danger on the highway

(e.g., when an accident occurs). To achieve this goal, the risk area is determined considering the

precise obstacle location on the road and the driving directions which can be affected. The

damaged vehicle broadcasts a message alert to the multicast group (Figure).
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Fig 3.35: IVG Relay selection: x is more distant to z then y. x is a relay. x permits to reach w

while y not.

The neighbors receiving the message test its relevance according to their location reporting to the

risk area. All neighbors belonging to the risk area calculate a different time back-off that

promotes the furthest node in order to be a relay rebroadcasting the message (more distant is

more favorable). This relay selection technique makes the use of periodic beacons unnecessary.

c) Rover: Robust Vehicular Routing [34]

Rover [34] is a reliable geographical multicast protocol where only control packets are

broadcasted in the network and the data packets are uni-casted.

The objective of the protocol is to send a message to all other vehicles within a specified Zone of

Relevance (ZOR). The ZOR is defined as a rectangle specified by its corner coordinates. A

message is defined by the triplet [A, M, Z] it indicates specified application, message and

identity of a zone respectively. When a vehicle receives a message, it accepts the message if it is

within the ZOR. It also defines a Zone of Forwarding (ZOF) which includes the source and the

ZOR.
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Characteristics:

 Each vehicle is identified by an Identification Number,

 Each vehicle is equipped with a GPS receiver,

 Vehicles have access to a digital map,

 ZOR is a rectangle area,

 ZOF includes the sender and the ZOR.

The goal of ROVER is to deliver an application generated message to all vehicles located into

the specified ZOR. ROVER defines a message as a triplet [Application, Message and ZOR]. A

vehicle considers a message if it belongs to the message’s ZOR.

3.6 Broad Cast Based Routing: Broadcast based routing is frequently used in VANET for

sharing, traffic, weather and emergency, road conditions among vehicles and delivering

advertisements and announcements.

a) DV-CAST Distributed vehicular broadcast [35, 36]

Distributed vehicular broadcast protocol [36] uses local topology information by using the

periodic hello messages for broadcasting the information. Each vehicle uses a flag variable to

check whether the packet is redundant or not. This protocol divides the vehicles into three types

depending on the local connectivity as:

 Well connected neighborhood,

 Sparsely connected neighborhood,

 Disconnected neighborhood.

In well connected neighborhood it uses persistence scheme (weighted p persistence, slotted 1and

p persistence).

In sparsely connected neighborhood after receiving the broadcast message, vehicles can

immediately rebroadcast with vehicles moving in the same direction.

In totally disconnected neighborhood vehicles are used to store the broadcast message until

another vehicle enters into transmission range, otherwise if the time expires it will discard the

packet.

This protocol causes high control overhead and delay in end to end data transfer.
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Routing Parameters [35]: The most important parameters for DV-CAST protocol are the local

topology information and the Region of Interest. In particular, each vehicle should be able to

 Determine whether it is the intended recipient of the message that is moving in the same

direction as the source;

 Determine whether it is the last vehicle in the group/cluster; and

 Determine whether it is connected to at least one vehicle in the opposite direction.

These three parameters are denoted in this paper as Destination Flag (DFlg), Message Direction

Connectivity (MDC), and Opposite Direction Connectivity (ODC), respectively.

Fig 3.36: Decision tree for DV-CAST protocol [35].

Routing Rules [35]: In order to handle the broadcast message properly, we propose that each

vehicle follows two basic routing rules:

 If Destination Flag (DFlg) is set to 1, vehicle should ignore any duplicate broadcast or

follow the diagram in Figure if the message is received for the first time.

 If DFlg is set to 0, vehicle is a relay node and should follow the routing diagram.
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b) EAEP: Edge-aware epidemic protocol [35, 37]

Edge-aware epidemic protocol [37] is reliable, bandwidth efficient information dissemination

based highly dynamic VANET protocol. It reduces control packet overhead by eliminating

exchange of additional hello packets for message transfer between different clusters of vehicles

and eases cluster maintenance. Each vehicle piggybacks its own geographical position to

broadcast messages to eliminate beacon messages.

Upon receiving a new rebroadcast message, EAEP uses number of transmission from front nodes

and back nodes in a given period of time to calculate the probability for making decision whether

nodes will rebroadcast the message or not.

But EAEP does not address the intermittent connectivity issue. Specifically, a node does not

know whether it has missed any messages to its new neighbors or its neighbors have missed

some messages [37]. EAEP overcomes the simple flooding problem but it incurs high delay of

data dissemination.

Epidemic protocols are probabilistic information dissemination protocols which do not require

any knowledge of the local and global network topology.

Fig 3.37: EAEP routing [37]

The proposed scheme releases the requirements for:

 Infrastructure support

 Exchange of “Hello” messages

 Cluster maintenance
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Chapter 4: SECURITY

4. VANET Security:

VANET is such technology what ensure the security of data communication. Vehicular Ad Hoc

Networks require a mechanism to help authenticate messages, identify valid vehicles, and

remove malevolent vehicles. It ensures the confidentiality, integrity, non-repudiation and Real

time guarantee of a message. VANET technology also confirms the entity authentication and

security for each vehicle.

4.1 Possible Attacks & Threats:

In each communication, attack is a common affair. VANET face many attacks. We have

discussed few of security attack here.

4.1.1 Denial of Service attack:

For this attack an attacker create a network jam in the communication network. As a result,

source cannot send data or information to the destination. Attacker may use vehicle information

to make a network jam. This network jam may harm for any kind of critical information to

arrive. This attack is so dangerous for traffic and any kinds of communication and it's depends on

information. If a vehicle filling trouble on highway but it can't send emergency or help message

to nearby police station, hospital and fire service for this attack.

Figure 4.1: DoS attack.
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4.1.2 Message Suppression Attack:

For this attack an attacker selectively fetch and drop packets from the communication channel

and the packet may be very important. The attacker suppress packets can use for next time. The

intention of this type of attacker is to interrupt sequential message sending to the destination and

the another  goal of such an attacker would be to prevent registration and insurance authorities

from learning about collisions involving his vehicle and/or to avoid delivering collision reports

to roadside access points[51]. An attacker may suppress a congestion warning, and use it in

another time, as a result the vehicle will not receive the warning and forced to wait in the traffic.

Figure 4.2: Message suppression attack.

4.1.3 Fabrication Attack:

For this attack an attacker make some false message and sends it to the network and claim that its

coming from those sender. Victim may get compromised with the false message and return

acknowledge for that. Sometimes attacker may fabricate false warning and message what may

make trouble for the receiver and sender. Attacker may take benefit for the fabricate message

from the destination.

Figure 4.3: Fabrication attack.
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4.1.4 Alteration Attack:

For this attack, an attacker exchange real information with the false information in the

communication network. This attack happens when attacker alters an existing data. It includes

delaying the transmission of the information, replaying earlier transmission, or altering the actual

entry of the data transmitted [51],[52]. An attacker can alter a message telling other vehicles that

is the path clear but it is altered by sender is in trouble.

Figure 4.4: Alteration attack.

4.1.5 Replay Attack:

For this attack an attacker copy packet from the communication channel and the packet may be

really important. Attacker uses the packet for the next time to get benefit of that situation.  Basic

802.11 security has no protection against replay [51]. It does not contain sequence numbers or

timestamps. Because of keys can be reused, it is possible to replay stored messages with the

same key without detection to insert bogus messages into the system [51]. Each packets must be

authenticated, not just encrypted. Packets must have timestamps. The motive of this type of

attacker is to confuse others.
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Figure 4.5: Replay attack.

4.1.6 Sybil Attack:

For this attack an attacker make a large number of false traffic and claim that there is many

vehicle and they makes a jam. The attacker suggests other vehicle to use alternative path.  A

Sybil attack depends on how cheaply identities can be generated, the degree to which the system

accepts inputs from entities that do not have a chain of trust  linking them to a trusted entity, and

whether the system treats all entities identically[51].

Figure 4.6: Sybil attack

4.1.7 Snooping / Eavesdropper:

Those people who try to collect information about you. While data mining is acceptable over

aggregate data, but for identifying information for an individual, that raises serious privacy

concerns and is not acceptable. Impersonation is a type of attack done by the snoops .An attacker

may take on someone else's identity and gain certain advantages or cause damage to other

vehicles. Privacy violation is also done by the snoops and by using a simple mechanism which is

to associate the identity of vehicles with the messages they send using asymmetric key

cryptography.
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4.1.7 Prankster:

Prankster is especially the board teenagers who will attempt things for fun. For example, a

prankster targeting collision avoidance might sit by the road and convince one vehicle behind the

speed up. A prankster also abuses the security vulnerability of Dos attack to disable the network.

4.2 Security requirements:

Security is the major concern for any kinds of communication. To ensure security some

procedures have to follow for the communication. VANET has some security requirements.

4.2.1: Message authentication [53]:

For vehicular communication, every message must have to authenticate and have to ensure the

authorization for the message. To ensure authentication every vehicle will assign private &

public key. Sender encrypts the message with receiver public key. Signing each message with

this, causes an overhead, to reduce this overhead we can use the approach ECC (Elliptic Curve

Cryptography), the efficient public key cryptosystem [51].

4.2.2 Message integrity [54][55]:

This is the validity of a transmitted message from other vehicle. This method ensures that the

contents of a message did not tamper. The most common and useful approach is to use a one-

way hash function and that combines all the bytes in the message with a secret key and produces

a message digest that is quit impossible to reverse or understand . Integrity checking is one

component of an information security program.

4.2.3 Message Confidentiality [56][57][63]:

Confidentiality prevent the message from unauthorized access. When a vehicle sends a message

to another vehicle if the message accessed by other then the message will lose its confidentiality.

In vehicular communication message must be confidential otherwise the message may harmful

for receiver or sender vehicle. Confidentiality is one of the major requirements in data

communication.
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4.2.4 Entity Authentication [53][58]:

For vehicular communication every vehicle have to authenticate its identity. Sender or receiver

may claim for entity authentication. Entity authentication is very useful to ensure vehicle type.

4.2.5 Access Control [59]:

Access on any object or vehicle must be strictly controlled according to the access control policy.

Access control will prevent unauthorized physical or logical access to any vehicle. Access

control policies should be reviewed on a regular basis. All vehicle and object should have a

unique identifier for their personal use only, and suitable authentication techniques should be

chosen [64].

4.2.6 Privacy [60]:

In vehicular communication the privacy of sender and receiver mast have to ensure. Shared

information and private information will be according to the security policy.

4.2.7 Non- Repudiation [61][62]:

Non-repudiation will facilitate the ability to identify the attackers even after the attack happens.

This prevents cheaters from denying their crimes. Any information related to the car like the trip

rout, speed, time, any violation will be stored in the TPD, any official side holding authorization

can retrieve this data [51].

4.2.8 Real time guarantees:

To avoid collision the message must be happened on real time or online.
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Chapter 5: DESIGN AND SIMULATION

5.1 Simulator and analyzer:

Actually a VANET simulator has two parts. One is network component and it is capable of

simulating the behavior of a wireless network. Second is vehicular traffic component and this is

capable to provide an accurate mobility model for the nodes of a VANET.  Depending on the

simulation the simulator can contain others components. To describe them, we refer to the NS2

[47][48][49][50] or NS3, VNSim[66], VanetMobiSim[65], Qualnet[43][44], Sumo Simulator.

We have worked on NS2. To analyze traffic we refer NS2-VisualTraceAnalyzer, Xgraph and

trace analyzer. In our work we have used NS2-VisualTraceAnalyzer and Xgraph. We have use

Comodo edit 7 to write simulation code. For coding we have used otcl and c++ language.

5.2 Simulation environment:

The simulation environment created on windows 7 by using cygwin. To make the simulation

model we used NS2 simulator [47][48][49][50]. The NS2 simulator instruction has been use to

define the topology structure of the network. For node configuration we used otcl

[39][40][41][42][45][46][47] language instructions.

5.3 Traffic model:

The source and destination are spread randomly over the network. We have used TCP with

source node and TCPSink with destination node. We have attach FTP data source with TCP.

TCP packet size 512B and TcpSink packet size 210B. The maximum data source packet is 2048.

Link bandwidth is 10Mbps. According to the number of source-destination pairs can be varied to

the packet-sending rate in each pair.

5.4 Mobility model:

The model uses the random waypoint[67] model in a rectangular field. The field configurations

are 3000 m × 1600 m field with 100 nodes. Here, each packet starts its journey from a random

location to a random destination. Nodes are moving at the speed of 0-84m/s. Sources and

destinations are changing with respect of time. Simulations are run for 600 simulated seconds.

Identical mobility and traffic scenarios are used across protocols to gather fair results.
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5.5 Communication models:

Communication models highlight the information flows between two vehicles and other moving

object. VANET applications are affected by wireless networking aspects such as throughput,

jitter, congestion window, bandwidth, transmission delay, packet loss or network access scheme.

However, accurate network simulation introduces additional complexity and makes several

large-scale VANET applications unsuitable for simulation.

5.6 Node diagram:

Mobile node diagram in NS2 simulator for DSDV and DSR.

Figure 5.1: DSDV node diagram [69] Figure 5.2: DSR node diagram [68]

5.7 Traffic flow diagram:

Traffic flow direction and data source for our design and simulation.

Figure 5.3: Traffic flow diagram
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5.8 Design interface & scenario:

Figure 5.4: Simulation aria scenario

5.9 Simulation parameters Initialization:

set val(chan)  Channel/WirelessChannel                ;# channel type

set val(prop)   Propagation/TwoRayGround          ;# radio-propagation model

set val(netif)   Phy/WirelessPhy                             ;# network interface type

set val(mac)    Mac/802_11                                    ;# MAC type

set val(ifq)     Queue/DropTail/PriQueue               ;# interface queue type

set val(ll)      LL                                                      ;# link layer type

set val(ant)     Antenna/OmniAntenna                    ;# antenna model

set val(ifqlen)  50 ;# max packet in ifq
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5.10 Tcl script initialization:

set ns [new Simulator]

set namfile [open AODV_final.nam w]

set Time [open time.tr w]

set cwnd1 [open cwnd1.tr w]

set cwnd2 [open cwnd2.tr w]

set cwnd3 [open cwnd3.tr w]

set cwnd4 [open cwnd4.tr w]

set cwnd5 [open cwnd5.tr w]

set b1 [open b1.tr w]

set b2 [open b2.tr w]

set b3 [open b3.tr w]

set b4 [open b4.tr w]

set b5 [open b5.tr w]

$ns namtrace-all $namfile

set wireless_tracefile [open AODV_final.trace w]

set topography [new Topography]

$ns trace-all $wireless_tracefile

$ns namtrace-all-wireless $namfile 3000  1600

$topography load_flatgrid 3000  1600

5.11 Node configurations:

The TCL code for node configuration has given below.

$ns node-config -adhocRouting AODV \

-llType LL \

-macType Mac/802_11\

-ifqLen 50 \

-ifqType Queue/DropTail/PriQueue \

-antType Antenna/OmniAntenna \

-propType Propagation/TwoRayGround \

-phyType Phy/WirelessPhy \
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-channel [new Channel/WirelessChannel] \

-topoInstance $topography \

-agentTrace ON \

-routerTrace ON \

-macTrace ON \

-movementTrace ON

5.12 Bandwidth calculation procedure:

proc calcByte {sink file} {

global ns

set time 0.2

set bw0 [$sink set bytes_]

set now [$ns now]

puts $file " [expr {$bw0 / $time * 8 / 1000000}] "

$sink set bytes_ 0

$ns at [expr $now + $time] "calcByte $sink  $file "

}

5.13 Congestion window calculation procedure :

proc calcCwnd {tcpSource file} {

global ns

set time 0.2

set now [$ns now]

set cwnd [$tcpSource set cwnd_]

puts $file "$cwnd"

$ns at [expr $now + $time] " calcCwnd $tcpSource $file"

}
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5.14 Trace file Sample:

Figure 5.5: Trace file sample

5.15 Delay:

Figure 5.6 shows about the delay of AODV for different node. Delays for all nodes are not same.

We have showed the delay of AODV protocol for different node and moving object. Delay is

high for those nodes who are moving fast. AODV generate many ACK packets, so the ACK

packet in AODV is indeed a great bottleneck [71]. As it was reactive protocol, so the delay little

bit more.

Figure 5.6: Delay per packet
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5.16 Jitter:

Jitter is the standard deviation of packet delay between all nodes and object.

Figure 5.7: Jitter per packet

5.17 Throughput:

Figure 5.8 shows the transferred throughput with respect of time for an node. In the figure at the

beginning throughput is high after few moments throughput break down and its fluctuate for

several times. Throughput describes the loss rate as seen by the transport layer. It reflects the

completeness and accuracy of the routing protocol. From these graphs it is clear that throughput

de-crease with increase in mobility. As the packet drop at such a high load traffic is much

high[70].

Figure 5.8: Throughput transferred for a node
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5.18 Bandwidth in destination node:

The figure 5.9 shows that the bandwidth uses curve for the destination node.

Figure 5.9: Bandwidth transfer for the destination node

5.19 Congestion Window

Congestion window increases according to the number of betting ACK receive.

Figure 5.10: Congestion window for a node
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Chapter 6: ANALYSIS

For simulation, I have used same configuration for both topology. I have use 100 wireless node

five TCP connection and traffic source is FTP. TCP packet size 512B and TcpSink packet size

210B. The maximum data source packet is 2048. Link bandwidth is 10Mbps. I have analyzed

Throughput, Jitter, Delay, Congestion window and bandwidth for destination window with

graph. Now i am presenting the comparison between proactive (DSDV) (Proactive) and reactive

(AODV) (Reactive) protocol in VANET technology.

6.1 Node in long distance:

For Node 0(Source) and Node 15(Destination), here node 0 and node 15 are in same coverage

and  both is moving object and they start their journey at  10s node 0 moves to node 15 position

at the speed of 75m/s and node 15 move 2648m from its position at the speed of 12.97m/s. When

time is 12s node 0 reached to node 15 position and node 15 become 25.94 far from node 0. At

the time of 29.73s node 15 become out of range from node 0 for first time and connection is

drop. In reactive (AODV) connections reconnect by changing the routing but in proactive

(DSDV) connection can't reconnect due to table update.

6.1.1 Throughput transferred:

Figure 6.1 (a): Throughput transfer from node 15 to node 0 in DSDV
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Figure 6.1 (b): Throughput transfer from node 15 to node 0 in AODV

For figure 6.1 (a) & 6.1 (b) 0s to 30s throughput curve was almost same for proactive (DSDV)

and reactive (AODV).  After 30s in reactive (AODV) throughput fluctuates for many times but

in proactive (DSDV) throughput curve almost flat.

6.1.2 Jitter transferred:

Figure 6.2 (a): Jitter transfer from node 15 to node 0 in DSDV

Figure 6.2 (b): Jitter transfer from node 15 to node 0 in AODV
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For figure 6.2 (a) & 6.2 (b) jitter of proactive (DSDV) is less than reactive (AODV) and jitter

fluctuates for several times in AODV. The maximum jitter is about 0.7 ms in proactive (DSDV)

but the maximum jitter is about 35 ms in AODV. Overall the jitter of proactive (DSDV) is less

than AODV.

6.1.3 Delay transferred:

Figure 6.3 (a): Delay transfer from node 15 to node 0 in DSDV

Figure 6.3 (b): Delay transfer from node 15 to node 0 in AODV

For figure 6.3 (a) & 6.3 (b) delay of proactive (DSDV) is less than AODV. In proactive (DSDV)

maximum delay is 0.8 ms but in reactive (AODV) maximum delay is about 32 ms. We know the

delay of reactive is more proactive because reactive topology use a route discovery packet to find

the destination as a result it takes few moment to reach the destination. On the other hand, in

proactive source know the destination position before routing happen.
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6.1.4 Congestion window:

Figure  6.4 : Congestion window reactive (AODV) & proactive (DSDV) for node 0

We can see in the figure  at the beginning both curve go in same way. After that the curve of

Proactive (DSDV) is almost flat and the curve of reactive (AODV) rises for several times.

Overall the number of getting ACK in reactive (AODV) is higher then proactive(DSDV).

6.1.5 Bandwidth in destination Node:

Figure 6.5 : Bandwidth in destination node reactive (AODV) & proactive (DSDV) for node

15

We can see in the figure the uses of bandwidth in proactive (DSDV) is less then reactive

(AODV). This node was moving object as a result in proactive (DSDV) node left the neighbour

nodes aria before update the routing table. For this reason it makes few data tranjection.
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6.2 Node in short distance:

For Node 1(Source) and Node 25(Destination), here node 1 and node 25 are in 9 hop distance.

Both are moving object and they start their journey at  10s node 1 moves to opposite direction

from node 15 position at the speed of 12.66m/s and its go out of range at 24.36s. At the time of

153s node 28 and 5 comes to its range and connection reconnect.

In proactive (DSDV) at the time of 93.02s route happens according to the 1-28-25 direction but

this packet has been lost because in the routing table of node 28 do not locate the right path for

destination. At the time of 153s first successful route happens according to the 1-5-16-31-46-61-

76-90-25 direction. In reactive (AODV) at the time of 153s first successful route happens

according to the 1-28-5-16-32-33-48-63-77-76-90-25 direction.

6.2.1 Throughput transferred:

Figure 6.6 (a): Throughput transfer from node 25 to node 1 in DSDV

Figure 6.6 (b): Throughput transfer from node 25 to node 1 in AODV

For figure 6.6 (a) & 6.6 (b) throughput starts at form 153s first time the transaction of throughput

in proactive (DSDV) is higher than reactive (AODV) but in reactive (AODV) the throughput

curve rises after few second. For this TCP connection the throughput high for proactive and it's

happen after stop moving the object.
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6.2.2 Jitter transferred:

Figure 6.7 (a): Jitter transfer from node 25 to node 1 in DSDV

Figure 6.7 (b): Jitter transfer from node 25 to node 1 in AODV

For figure 6.7 (a) & 6.7 (b) jitter curve increase gradually in reactive (AODV). The minimum

jitter of reactive (AODV) is higher than proactive (DSDV) jitter. Jitter represents the standard

deviation of packet delay between nodes and object. Therefore, the standard deviation of this

communication is high in reactive then proactive.
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6.2.3 Delay transferred:

Figure 6.8 (a): Delay transfer from node 25 to node 1 in DSDV

Figure 6.8 (b): Delay transfer from node 25 to node 1 in AODV

For figure 6.8 (a) & 6.8 (b) the delay of reactive (AODV) is higher than proactive (DSDV).

Delay curve have been decrease with time in reactive (AODV). In proactive delay is very low.

6.2.4 Congestion window:

Figure  6.9 : Congestion window reactive (AODV) & proactive (DSDV) for node 1
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In the figure number of getting ACK curve increase after a time interval. Before stop the node

the communication was stop because the node was moving so fast. After stop moving the node

was 5 hop next from source node. As a result proactive (DSDV) build connection before reactive

(AODV). Reactive connect the communication after few moment. It also represents the delay of

reactive communication.

6.2.5 Bandwidth in destination Node:

Figure 6.10 : Bandwidth in destination node reactive (AODV) & proactive (DSDV) for

node 25

In the figure we can see the curve of reactive (AODV) rises fast then after about 100s proactive

curve rises. When the destination node become closer to the source node proactive perform

better then reactive. However, at the end of simulation proactive used more bandwidth then

reactive. We can say that proactive perform well in short distance for mobile node or object.

6.3 Summary of analysis:

• Reactive is more efficient then proactive for this technology.

• Proactive is good for still object.

• Delay of reactive procedure is more than proactive.

• Reactive make unnecessary route.

• Sometimes reactive don’t use the minimum path.

• The data loss of reactive is more than proactive.

• Reactive can’t route properly in long distance.

• Proactive takes more time to update its table in long distance.

• In short distance proactive performs better then reactive.
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• In short distance the throughput & congestion window of proactive is higher than reactive

but in long distance throughput & congestion window of reactive higher then proactive.

• Both topologies don't work after a speed.

• Proactive or reactive is not suitable routing procedure on moving object
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CHAPTER 7: OUR PROPOSED PROTOCOL

As VANET is related with moving object, so speed is the major concern for this technology.

From the analysis described in previous chapter, we have realized that only proactive of reactive

protocol is not enough to track a moving object. So we have decided to propose a hybrid protocol

what is the combination of proactive and reactive protocol. The name of our proposed protocol is

speed based routing protocol (SBRP)

7.1 Characteristics of our proposed protocol:

1. Every node will have both proactive and reactive features.

2. Every node will have routing table and it update its neighbor information according to the

neighbor node moving speed.

3. Every node will contain up to 3 next hope’s information into its routing table. As a result,

every node will create a small network zone.

4. The update time interval and hold on timer will adjust after a time phase depending on

node’s speed. In fact, it can be periodic or non-periodic.

5. If a node crosses the speed limit it will get high update priority to its neighboring nodes.

6. Source will generate RD packet to find the destination.

7. If the destination is in source network zone then it will follow proactive procedure

otherwise it will follow on demand distance vector routing.

8. In data communication, every node sends request to its adjacent node and every node

hold the request information up to a defined time.

9. If the connection has dropped before completing the data communication, then the

destination node will send a message to its adjacent node to reconnect the connection.
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7.2 Algorithm of our proposed protocol:

PS = Previous Speed

MS = Minimum Speed

k = Constant value for stable speed

K = Constant value for time interval

L = Constant value for hold on timer

Proactive Part

IF Speed > MS Then

IF Speed <= − OR Speed >= + Then

Break Time Interval

Break Hold On Timer

SET Time Interval =
×

SET Hold On Timer =
×

END IF

ELSE

Break Time Interval

Break Hold On Timer

SET Time Interval = General Update Time Interval

SET Hold On Timer = General Hold On Timer

END IF

IF Speed > Speed Limit Then

SET Priority = High =1

ELSE

SET Priority = Low =0

END IF

IF Time Interval Over Then

For i = Table.Began() To Table.End()
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IF Table[i][Hop Count] > Max Hop Then

New Table = Table[i]

END IF

END FOR

Broadcast RU(Node ,New Table, Priority)

END IF

Receiving RU (Sender, Table, Priority) From j

IF Priority High Then

CALL Update Table ( → )

ELSE

CALL Update Buffer ( → )

END IF

IF Hold On Timer Over Then

Update Table Form Buffer

END IF

Reactive part

Generate RD( )

FOR i = Table.Began() To Table.End()

IF Table[i][Node] == ND Then

Interface = Table[i][int]

In Zone = True =1

END IF

END FOR

IF In Zone == True Then

Forward DATA(NS , ND, Interface, DATA)

ELSE

Broadcast RD(NS, ND, TempPath)

END IF
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Receiving RD ( NS, ND, TempPath ) From j

FOR k = Table.Began() To Table.End()

IF Table[k][Node] == ND Then

If TempPath < PATH Then

PATH = TempPath

SEND RR (NI, NS, NF, ND, PATH)

ELSE

IF RD not same as before Then

SEND RR (NI, NS, NF, ND, TempPath)

END IF

END IF

Return

END IF

END FOR

IF RD not same as before Then

ADD NI To TempPath

SET Timer = K × ( , )
END IF

IF Time Out Then

Broadcast RD (NS, ND, TempPath )

END IF

Receiving RR(NJ ,NS,NF, ND, PATH ) Form j

IF NI == NS Then

Then Store The PATH

Forward DATA(NS, NF, ND,PATH)

ELSE

Forward RR(NI ,NS, NF, ND, PATH )

END IF
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7.3 Route discovery (RD):

When source node wants to send data or information to a destination node then the

reactive part of this topology generates a Route discovery (RD) packet to find the

destination. RD packet header holds the source address, destination address and sequence

number. The source and destination must be unique for accurate communication. As

source don't know the position of destination so source needs to broadcast RD packet to

its neighbor node and this broadcast will continue for specific times. The rebroadcast of

RD will get priority according to the distance between two nodes. If a node receive a RD

packet from other node with same source and destination and sequence number what

previously received then the node will discard new RD packet.

7.4 Route replay (RR):

When RD find the destination then the node generate a RR packet and it copy the path

form RD header and forward according to the path to source node. This route depends on

connection path and every node include the current position of RR packet. The RR packet

also carry the information of the node where the destination found. When data reached

the node where destination found then it follow proactive procedure to get the

destination.

7.5 Route updates (RU):

In this topology RU packets are use to update adjacent neighbor node information. Most

of the topology uses a beacon message to update adjacent neighbor but we are don't using

beacon. Here neighbor will provide its update according to its moving condition. As the

max hop is defined for this topology so when any neighbor node sends its update

information it will send its max hop-1 node information form table because the max hop

adjacent information will be max hop+1 for other node.

7.6 Update time interval:

In proactive procedure every node sends its update information after a moment what is

known as update interval.  Most of the proactive procedure the update interval is periodic

but for our topology it is not. As we are concern about speed and time of moving object
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so we have defined the update interval according to the node moving speed. The update

interval will be inversely proportion to the speed.

Update interval =
×

7.7 Hold on timer:

Hold on timer use to make stable the routing update. It stabilizes routing information and

helps preventing routing loops during periods when the topology is updating on new

information. Generally hold on timer become fixed but here hold on timer also

changeable and it depends on node moving speed. At the period of hold on time the route

update information will store in buffer. And after expire of hold on timer the information

update from buffer to node routing table.

Hold on timer =
×

7.8 Previous node speed:

As in our topology update interval depends on node moving speed so we need to define a

speed range for update interval setting. If we change the update interval for every

kilometer it may make unnecessary update interval and increase time complexity for a

node. So we need define speed range when the update interval will be same. For this

reason we need to calculate previous node speed and the stable speed will be previous

speed ± k. If the node speed getter or less then speed ± k then the update interval will be

change.

7.9 Speed limit:

Speed limit is to give priority for route update and it will depend on the mobility. If the

node moving speed cross the speed limit then it will get high priority to update its

information to its neighbor node otherwise the update information will update into the

buffer.
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7.10 Minimum speed:

Minimum speed is the speed when update time interval don't need to change form

general time interval.

7.11 Communication types:

Two types of communication & routing will happen here. One is interior of a network

zone and another is exterior of a network zone.

7.11.1 Interior communication:

If destination become in range of source node then it follow only proactive procedure to

send data.

Figure 7.1: Network zone for node 1

Figure 7.2: Sample routing table for node 1
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7.11.2 Exterior communication:

If the destination don't in the range of source in this circumstance source follow reactive

procedure to find the destination node network zone. After getting it follow proactive and

reactive procedure to send data.

Figure 7.3: Exterior communication.

7.12 Comparison with proactive, reactive and our proposed topology:

Proactive Protocols

 A proactive protocol maintains  routing tables for the entire network. As a result,

a route is found as soon as it is requested.

 Routing is faseter then reactive

 Destination  is  known to source so its dont need to discover the node.

 The major advantage of a proactive protocol is its low latency in discovering new

routes.

 Proactive generate a high volume of control messages required for updating local

routing tables.

 Its not goor for moving object because of update time interval.

Reactive Protocols

 Route happends on demand so it don't create overhead message untill route

happend.

 Destination  is  known to source so its dont need to discover the node.

 The main advantage of a reactive protocol is the low overhead of control

messages.

 Latency of reactive protocol is higher then proactive.
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A proposed combined protocol

 The proactive and reactive topology work parallel together so it will faster then

only proactive or reactive topology.

 Here every node maintain routing table for a smoll network  zone as a result it

reduce volume of control message.

 If a source outside of destination routing zone the route discovery packet don't

need to reach the destination node to build the connection it only needs to reach

destination network zone aria.

 If the radius of the node routing zone is k, each node in the zone can be reached

within k hops from Source.

 The minimum distance of a peripheral node from S is k (the radius).

 This reduces latency in route discovery and reduces the number of control

messages as well.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION

8.1 Summery
The main goal of this research is to study the existing routing protocols for ad-hoc
network system and to develop a more efficient routing protocol for VANET.
We have studied different types of routing protocols (e.g. topology based, position based,
cluster based, geo-cast based and broadcast based). We have also simulated and
compared AODV (Reactive) and DSDV (Proactive) to find out their efficiency and detect
their flaws. We have compared the jitter, delay, throughput, and bandwidth of these two
protocols. From this analysis we found out that the proactive routing is very much
efficient when the nodes in the network are stable. But in VANET the nodes are dynamic.
As a result the proactive protocol is not suitable in these circumstances. In other hand the
reactive protocol has shown somewhat more promising results, still need of broadcasting
& the amount of delay is very much high.
Seeing these results we have developed a new protocol for VANET based on the hybrid
(Reactive + Proactive) protocol because hybrid protocol can overcome the issues of the
reactive and proactive protocol and get a better result. In or proposed protocol the
proactive and reactive part works parallelly to minimize the broadcasting & delay and get
higher access.
In our protocol we have considered the speed to be the most vital issue as the routing is
done between highly mobile vehicles. As vehicles move at different speed so we can’t
measure all the vehicles with the same scale. So in the proposed protocol the speed will
determine the update pattern for a node. So with the changing speed of a node its hold-on
timer & time interval will be altered.
This paper consists of the different routing protocols we have studied so far, the
comparison data between AODV & DSDV. It also consists of the protocol we have
proposed for VANET and its algorithm.

8.2 Future work
After conducting the research our interest in VANET has increased. VANET is a
technology that can bring a solution to our everyday traffic problem. It will enhance the
traffic stability and help minimize the losses we traffic accidents bring to our life. We
plan to continue our research and contribute in the development of VANET. We plan to

 Study the VANET to its further depths.

 Discover the possibilities of VANET.
 Overcome the limitations we faced with simulating the protocol.
 Simulate our proposed protocol.
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8.3 Conclusion
In ad-hoc network community VANET has fascinated many researchers due to its
distinctive nature. A huge amount of research has been made in various routing sectors of
VANET; still there are many areas that need more research. In our research we have
developed a new routing protocol but due to the limitation of parameters we still haven’t
simulated our protocol. In future we want to continue our research to learn more about
the possibilities that lies within VANET.
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